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Abstract 
 
This thesis presents results from an investigation of a virtual leadership 
strategy, which is utilised in the city of Stockholm. The Intranet is used as 
a strategic tool to implement a steering document in a similar way among 
all employees in the organisation. In this frame, features like 
sensemakings of the distributed information, influences of experienced 
lifeworlds, circumstances at local workplaces, cultural aspects and 
technological issues are explored.  

The investigation is fully qualitative. Interviews have been processed, 
recorded and transcribed. A survey with open and unstructured questions 
has broadened empirical results.  

The aim is to explore opinions towards and driving forces behind 
taking part of an Intranet based leader strategy and to investigate what 
circumstances at local workplaces affect the potential success of such a 
leader strategy.        
   A new interpretation of Geert Hofstede’s work is suggested in future 
works. This is framed in a cultural model.  
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Svensk sammanfattning 
 
 
Den här avhandlingen presenterar resultaten från en studie av en virtuell 
ledningsstrategi, som används inom Stockholms stad. Intranätet används 
som ett strategiskt redskap för att implementera ett styrdokument på ett 
likartat sätt till samtliga anställda i organisationen. Inom den här ramen 
studeras meningsskapande av distribuerad information, influenser av 
upplevd livsvärldar, förutsättningar på lokala arbetsplatser, kulturella 
aspekter samt teknologiska frågor.  

Undersökningen är helt kvalitativ. Intervjuer har genomförts, spelats in 
och transkriberats. En enkätstudie med öppna och ostrukturerade frågor 
har breddat det empiriska resultatet.  
   Syftet är att undersöka uppfattningar kring- och drivkrafter att ta del av 
en Intranätbaserad ledningsstrategi, samt att studera vilka omständigheter 
på lokala arbetsplatser som påverkar möjligheterna att lyckas med en 
sådan ledningsstrategi. 
   En nytolkning av Geert Hofstedes arbete föreslås i framtida arbeten. 
Detta inramas i en kulturell modell.  
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      Mum, I wish to make you proud.  
        Dad, I love and miss you. 
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Introduction 

    How can we cooperate? 
    How can we create a reachable goal? 
    How can I make our goals feel valuable? 

    How can I make us strive towards the same ambitions? 
    You and I… we share something 
    You and I… we are parts of the same communion 
    Still… you are so far away 
    I have never met you 
    You are out there… somewhere 

    Doing a valuable job 
    I need to communicate with you 
    But… how? 
    Together we can embrace demands of the future 
    Together we listen to words of today… and tomorrow  

   Together we do a developing journey… through spaces of   
   cyber 

 
    Anette Löfström 
 
The opening poem is inspired of togetherness; feelings of belonging to 
someone who is “out there” and within reach at the same time. It is about 
having meetings, communications, spreading information, identifications 
or non-identifications; all kinds of interactions between humans in private 
life and in professional contexts.  
   During the last 20 years there has been an incredible development in the 
area of information technology (IT) (Grudin 1994; Rogers 1998; 
Wellman 2004). Many papers discuss Information Technology including 
future visions (Kleinrock 2008; Leiner et al. 1997; Guice 1998). From a 
society where organisational communications were mediated verbally 
from leaders to employees, we have evolved to a social order where 
virtual communications have been incorporated into professional 
organisations. The result of such virtual professional communication has 
impact on organisational characteristics and outcomes (Dewett and Jones 
2001; Hoffman, Novak, and Venkatesh 2004). The extent to which 
information technology is deployed in work processes facilitates changes 
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in forms of control and forms of organising (Orlikowski 1991). With the 
expansion of information technology it has followed that employees can 
take part in processes and decisions in ways that were not accessible to 
them before the IT development. It has also conveyed opportunities for 
leaders to disseminate information in new ways, not least thanks to 
internal “Internets”, so called Intranets. This is the field in which my 
research and this thesis are based. 
   My research project started with two interviews in Stockholm City 
Hall, one with a communication strategist and one with a web editor. 
They told me about an Intranet based tool, the together modules, which 
was recently implemented as a leadership strategy to disseminate 
information in a similar way to every employee in the organisation. 
During this introductory phase Inger, who is a web editor in the City of 
Stockholm, describes a pragmatic function of the Intranet:     

We have thought that the Intranet shall be a system for activities, to make 
sure that you find things you need in order to do your work (Inger). 

 
In this quote the most obvious meaning of any technological system is 
expressed; to support daily work tasks. However, to become helpful they 
must be successfully implemented among users. Inger says that: 

One of the most important things is to anchor it in the organisation. This 
is absolutely the most important… because if the employees do not apply 
and realise that this is something that makes our activities better, no one 
will use it, so I think this is the absolutely most important thing (Inger). 

She also describes the Intranet development in Stockholm. It started with 
four departments. Before the implementation begun each department had 
its own Intranet, she says. The process started with building up the 
structure and users could express standpoints about the functions. The 
Intranet was thought through from the beginning, but users had 
opportunities to express viewpoints, Inger says. Thereafter the Intranet 
implementation has continued from department to department. The 
process involved about six to eight departments at a time. Furthermore, 
design and accessibility has been reflected upon. Inger tells me that: 

Usability is a matter of content; the structure, how you build in new pages 
and what content they have. This cannot be done by the design company. 
We must do it ourselves. They [the design company] can just create a 
good frame and we fill it with content, but they are very good at 
accessibility, to make sure that the Intranet is usable. Even if you have a 
problem with your vision or if you have other types of problems, it must 
be easy to navigate and we have followed guidelines for usability (Inger). 
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As revealed above in the quote from an interview with Inger, it is 
regarded as essential to anchor the Intranet among users in the 
organisation. In this case, usability and accessibility where looked upon 
as important features during the implementation phase. This is indeed 
important, but my research focus is on implementation processes as such, 
and how they can be practiced by leaders to enhance strategic 
communications in an organisation. 
   Then, what is an Intranet? Linda Stoddart writes that: 

An Intranet, which can be defined as a private network implemented 
using Internet concepts and technology to disseminate and exchange data, 
sound, graphics, and other media, is one of the concrete methods that 
organisations are using to change the way they communicate internally 
and share information (Stoddart 2011).   

 
A powerful Intranet system allows a company to communicate quickly 
and freely within the organisation. For example it “allows HR [human 
resources] staff to focus their efforts on critical organizational needs 
rather than repetitive, routine requests from employees” (Yen and Chou 
2001). An Intranet is built for a specific group and it is controlled and 
interacts with the external environment. It aims at improving 
organisational efficiency and it is used as a communication channel for 
organisational employees (Lee and Kim 2009).  
   Furthermore, an Intranet operates within an organisation and has 
internal purposes. It has the same ability as the Internet to give access to 
anyone who can log on to the corporate network (Tang 2000) and it uses 
Intranet supports such as “real and complex business applications as well 
as simple data dissemination” (Baker 2007).  
   In its basic form an Intranet could be said to “facilitate information 
sharing between functional areas within an organization” (Scheepers and 
Damsgaard 1997). Intranets affect social structures in contexts where 
they are enacted, but: 

During the introduction phase, Intranets are more shaped by, rather than 
shaping social structures in the organizational context. Thus initially, 
Intranets have to “fit” with the prevailing social structures in the 
organizational structures, otherwise termination would follow. However, 
as Intranets become institutionalized in the organization over time, it is 
likely that their impact on social structures will be pervasive (Scheepers 
and Damsgaard 1997). 

 
Arguments are put forth that when an Intranet is implemented in an 
organisation it should fit in rather than challenge established social 
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structures (Ibid). However, implementing an Intranet that impacts upon 
established social organisational structures might lead to rejection. On the 
other hand, if the effort is too small there is risk of not being persuasive 
enough to convince users of the Intranet’s potential. Still Intranets have 
an overall positive impact on organisational performance, employee 
performance and customer relationships (Lai and Mahapatra 1998).  
   Intranet research has been applied on the areas framing, and relating to, 
my research, such as Human Computer Interaction (Jacko, Salvendy, and 
Saintfort 2002; Fodor et al. 1998), as well as on Management Research 
(France 2007; Amurgis 2009). It can be viewed upon from an information 
perspective, an awareness perspective and a communication perspective 
(Stenmark 2002).  
   Martin Eppler presents a knowledge management tool through which 
the intellectual environment is mapped. Eppler writes that “while the 
basic idea behind a knowledge map – to construct a global architecture of 
a knowledge domain – might be quite old, the application context, i.e., 
the corporation, and the format, as an Intranet hypertext clickable map, is 
quite new” (Eppler 2001). For Eppler, Intranets offers opportunities to 
work with a knowledge approach in new ways with impact on almost 
every aspect of organisational life.  
  Shung-Ming Tang has investigated Intranet adoption. This author is 
interested in adoption success of Intranets. The study builds on and 
expands existing research literature on Intranet adoption, he writes. He 
affirms the impact of critical factors for success of Intranet adoption in an 
enterprise, such as technology, organisation, management and top 
managers (Tang 2000).  
   Banck and Nyström examine in what ways different aspects influence 
the use and understanding of an Intranet. The purpose of this study is to 
strengthen empirical knowledge of the actual use of the Intranet, 
especially to illuminate the view and understanding of the technology by 
different categories of users. They conclude that:  

 
Aspects that influence the use of the Intranet are quite hard to isolate 
because they depend on each other. Among aspects of influence, we have 
initially identified ‘strategies’ and ‘development’ as being the most 
important. As regards ‘development’, the process of further development 
is most critical and important (Banck and Nyström 2005).  

 
In a paper called “Intranet editors as corporate gatekeepers and agenda 
setters” Sari Lehmuskallio explores decision making practises in internal 
corporate news through Intranets in large multinational companies in 
Finland. In this research Intranet editors are found to be the main 
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corporate gatekeepers and agenda setters making news publication 
decisions (Lehmuskallio 2008).  
   A similar view is studied by Rens Sheepers who has investigated who 
the main players are and what roles they play in Intranet implementation. 
He has also studied the significance of various roles, how they interplay 
and how they evolve over time. In his findings he suggests five key 
interrelated roles in the implementation of Intranet technology: the 
technology champion, organisational sponsor, Intranet coordinator, 
Intranet developer and content provider (Scheepers 2003).  
   Intranet use for team building is explored by Richardson and Denton. 
They write that Intranets have primarily been limited to information 
sharing. This should be enhanced since Intranets can be powerful tools 
for collaboration, the authors claim. The potential of Intranets are also 
presented. They write that:   
 

Today’s Intranet has the potential to put critical information directly in 
front of group members and can help encourage coordinated actions. The 
Intranet, when combined with appropriate software, can be used to 
continually track what is going on and provide relatively real-time 
feedback. It can be used to help team members see the vision and how to 
implement it and even help empower people, because it lets them take 
control over the feedback. The Intranet can be used as a feedback system 
that helps group members see connections between their individual 
activities, attitudes, choices, and formal strategic objectives (Richardson 
and Denton 2007).  
 

This literature overview reveals that the Intranet as a phenomenon has 
been investigated in different scientific areas, with different purposes and 
from different perspectives. As a result, valuable knowledge about 
Intranets has been provided. However, despite the richness of prior 
Intranet research, investigations exploring enactments of Intranet as a tool 
for executing strategic leadership still needs to be performed. In my thesis 
I aim to provide such a contribution. Through an ethnographic approach, 
enacted on different organisational levels and in different work cultures, I 
strive towards fulfilling the aim of this thesis, which is to:  

investigate opinions towards an Intranet based leader strategy, 
driving forces put into play and coordination of the explored work. 
I also aim at analysing the effects of circumstances at local 
workplaces.   

   
These kinds of investigations are valuable to an increasing degree 
because uses of Intranets have become a common part of daily work 
routines: in general work lives, as well as in local workplaces. 
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Consequently, opinions towards, as well as effects of, Intranet uses 
enacted as a leader strategy might have great significance for success or 
non-success in organisational communications. Furthermore, undertaking 
leadership through a virtual form probably creates both opportunities and 
pitfalls. I argue that it is an essential research responsibility to reveal such 
factors. 
 
It is shown that prior research on Intranets is rich, but it needs to be 
complemented with studies of Intranets utilised as leadership strategies. 
This thesis aims to contribute with such awareness.  
 
Knowledge produced in this thesis is surrounded by the scientific area of 
Human Computer Interaction. Below I give a brief description of this 
field. The presentation is a frame for my research; not a theoretical or 
methodological positioning.   
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Human Computer Interaction 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a multi-facetted scientific field. It 
includes everything from perspectives utilised by technological engineers 
to theoretical and contextual investigations committed by social 
scientists. The essence of HCI is meetings and interactions between 
humans and all kinds of technology, not only computers.  
   Some central concepts frame the area. Usability is an example of this. A 
common definition is that usability is the:  

Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a 
specified context of use (9241-11 1998).   

 
Another common concept is design. HCI researchers develop designs for 
usability by searching knowledge about users, tasks and contexts.  
   Usability and ergonomic design were essential perspectives in the very 
first HCI development project. It was presented by Brian Shackel who 
has been called the “grandfather” of the field (Dillon 2009). Ken Eason 
gives this personal description of Brian Shackel and the origin of HCI:  
 

Brian Shackel, who died on May 9th 2007 at the age of 80, was a trail 
blazer who saw very early how important ergonomics was to the 
development of the computer industry. I remember in 1968, when I was a 
new recruit to the Ergonomics Laboratory he ran in EMI Electronics, his 
excitement when he showed me an early teletype, a ‘dumb’ remote 
terminal, that could interact on-line (albeit very slowly) with a mainframe 
computer. He was convinced these terminals would become the working 
tools of the future but that a lot of ergonomic work would be necessary to 
turn them into usable devices. Earlier, in 1962, he had completed his first 
study of human–computer interaction by re-designing the console of the 
EMIDEC 2400. That was to be the first of numerous studies of people 
using computers he was to lead over the next 40 years (Eason 2009). 

 
In this early era ergonomics focused on physical issues. Today 
ergonomics also includes cognitive issues (Harris 2007; Long and 
Whitefield 1989; Sumner, Bonnardel, and Kallar Harstad 1997).  
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   Another common perspective in HCI is User Centred System Design 
(UCSD) which is: 

An approach to interactive system development that focuses specifically 
on making systems usable. It is a multi-disciplinary activity which 
incorporates human factors and ergonomic knowledge and techniques 
(ISO13407 1999). 

 
This perspective strives towards supporting users and involve them in 
development processes; it is about development together with the users. 
Users shall enjoy benefits like for example increased productivity, 
enhanced quality of work, reductions in support and training costs, and 
improved satisfaction when using the systems.  
   There have been dynamic flows in HCI. PhD student Elina Eriksson 
characterises the development like waves. The first wave, she writes, 
focused on information processing and cognitive psychology. In this 
wave one person working with one computer was a common research 
focus. In the second wave the attention extended to work situations where 
multiple people used computers in their daily tasks (Eriksson 2009). 
   To enhance knowledge about central HCI issues like users, contexts, 
work cultures, tasks and so on, researchers from the social sciences and 
the humanities are included in the area. This is where I position myself. 
So far my research does not focus on developing technological devices, 
rather it is about studying and theorising uses of web based tools in an 
organisation. Thus the perspective focuses on issues like strategic web 
use, adoption willingness and organisational effects of the web. Due to 
the described multiplicity of people and computers, I position myself in 
the second wave that Eriksson describes. 
   For the reason that I use ethnography I will illustrate how this 
methodology has been used in prior HCI research.  

Ethnography in design development and computer use 

A key virtue of ethnographic studies is their focus upon the rich and 
varied ‘real world’ sociality recovered through a fieldworker’s 
participation in the social life of some setting. Directed toward system use 
and system design, this implies placing an emphasis on studying the 
functionalities of a technological system as they evolve from their 
incorporation into the socially organised work activities of those who use 
them; rather than, as in many cases, functionalities as the systems 
designers might imagine them to be (Hughes, Randall, and Shapiro 1993). 
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The quote above describes a traditional perspective where researchers are 
involved and participate in daily lives in studied environments. The 
ethnographer strives towards enhancing knowledge about hidden features 
that carries meaning. She or he asks questions like: what is it that forms 
daily lives in the studied context and how do people act according to this? 
What are the immanent logics among the members of the culture?  
   In contexts where computer design and computer use is in focus, the 
meaning of ethnography shifts and becomes double edged. It is about 
studying the functionality of a technological system (focus 1) in the work 
contexts and tasks it is referred to (focus 2). Consequently the HCI 
ethnographer commonly aims at creating knowledge that designers can 
use in practice. A difference between traditional and technology related 
ethnography is that the first searches for knowledge about immanent 
cultural features while the latter usually has a more pragmatic purpose. 
Thus, ethnography in HCI is not totally the same as the traditional one, 
even if they are integrated with each other. As a result, designers need to 
establish the meaning of ethnography in their specific work. Simonsen 
and Kensin write that “the point for the design practitioner is how 
ethnography has relevance in relation to a design of a product, a design 
context/situation, or a design process” (Simonsen and Kensing 1998).  
   Opinions of ethnography vary among technologically focused 
researchers. Graham Button has written a paper in which he is severely 
critical towards ethnography per se, stating: 
 

What I am contending is the very problematic status and value 
that ethnography has for the human sciences themselves (Button 
2000).  

 
He also questions the status of ethnography since he regards it as “a 
proxy for fieldwork”. 
   A more positive opinion towards ethnography is given by Anderson 
who describes ethnography as:  

A particular analytic strategy for assembling and interpreting the results 
of fieldwork gathered very often by participant observation. Designers 
have, by and large, been more likely to be interested in fieldwork in 
general than in ethnography in particular (Anderson 1997). 

 
For Anderson, ethnography is analytically distinguished from the 
fieldwork where empirical results are gathered. He also describes a 
confusion saying that:  
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Plans and Situated Actions is not ethnography in the classical sense (…), 
from that point onwards, social science, and in particular ethnography 
became the subject of much fascination and, sad to say, equal amounts of 
misunderstanding(Anderson 1997). 

 
These opinions from design and computer fields reveal both critical 
views and confusions. One judgment is that there are a number of 
problems using ethnography as an approach to requirements elicitation. 
According to Viller and Sommerville the difficulties limit the chances of 
ethnography being widely adopted in the industry (Viller and 
Sommerville 2000). Still, these authors also see advantages in 
ethnography, but to induce its benefits in system design there is a need 
for a systematic means of applying lessons learned from ethnography, in 
a way that can be easily integrated with current working practices of 
software engineers. 
   One advantage with ethnography in design, according to Viller and 
Sommerville, is that it offers detailed accounts of how work is 
accomplished in practice, rather than how it may be specified or how 
workers might report their actions in an interview. Viller and 
Sommerville cautiously picture potential benefits of implementing 
ethnography in design processes. This positive view is endorsed by 
Hughes et al. who write that:  

If we are to take seriously the claim that more effective systems will 
result when their intervention ‘resonates’ with existing work practises, a 
method is required which both elaborates and explicates those practises. 
There is a prima facie case for considering ethnography to be particularly 
appropriate for this purpose (Hughes, Randall, and Shapiro 1993).  

 
A critique directed towards using ethnography in system design is that it 
is severely time consuming. David R. Millen suggests techniques that can 
implement ethnography in HCI research in ways that limit use of time. 
These techniques are to narrow the focus of the field, to use multiple 
interactive observation techniques and to use collaborative and 
computerised iterative data analysis methods (Millen 2000).   
   Personally I regard ethnography as essential for researchers who work 
in the area of Human Computer Interaction. It might be time consuming, 
but how could we create complete knowledge of actual and situational 
user-computer interactions if we do not give this time? Quantitative 
methods are valuable because they provide us with broad empirical 
results, but they need to be complemented with ethnographical 
observations. Why? Because surveys give information about informants’ 
experiences and opinions (which is important), but participative 
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observations and deep interviews give more complete results. The 
researcher can note problems and strengths that respondents might be 
unaware of. However, ethnography as such needs to be defined among 
HCI researchers. When does participative observations and deep 
interviews become ethnography, and when is it only “inspired of 
ethnography”? I have no answer to this question.  
 
 
This chapter shows that there are differences between ethnography in 
Human Computer Interaction versus traditional ethnography. In HCI, 
ethnography has a more practical purpose and it is double edged. It 
focuses both on the functionality of technology and user contexts. 
Researchers’ opinions of ethnography in HCI vary from severely critical 
to being positive.  
 
So far I have situated Human Computer Interaction and ethnography in 
this field. Now it is time to illuminate theoretical inspiration, theoretical 
tools and concepts that belong to the explored research field and focus.  
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Theory 

Theory per se can be looked upon and used in different ways. For me, a 
theory is a practical tool that I can use to see, understand and interpret 
empirical results. It is what a hammer and a saw are to the carpenter. 
With the theory I form and build my analysis, and precisely as the saw 
and hammer has been invented from needs in the field, my theoretical 
tools have been discovered and tested in empirical reality. In this thesis 
my “saw and hammer” are constituted by the concepts lifeworld, 
sensemaking, sense unmaking, culture and trust.  
   The terms virtual, virtual leadership and strategic leadership will be 
discussed, not as theoretical concepts or as scientific inspirational frames, 
but as explored elements in the field. Furthermore, a carpenter needs a 
workshop to do her/his work in. For me this workshop is synonymous 
with inspirations from the scientific traditions phenomenology and 
hermeneutics. Thoughts from these traditions are my workshop; they 
surround my theoretical analysis.  

Phenomenology and Hermeneutics 
Phenomenology and hermeneutics are rich scientific traditions that 
cannot be fully described in a licentiate, or even a doctoral, thesis. 
Therefore, this presentation illuminates some central aspects, but it does 
not describe all possible features. These traditions need to be described 
because they constitute a frame for my scientific view, as well as for my 
theoretical purpose in this thesis.  
 
Very briefly the traditions can be described like this: 
 

• With a phenomenological approach, research begins with 
examining a phenomenon in itself (Lindqvist 2007).  

 
• Related to phenomenology is hermeneutics, the study of 

methodological principles of interpretation. With a hermeneutic 
approach, we can learn how to interpret and what it means to 
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interpret, investigating interpretation from an epistemological 
perspective (Lindqvist 2007).  

 
Now I will present first phenomenology and thereafter hermeneutics. 

Phenomenology 
Phenomenology can be regarded as a study of phenomena. Of course this 
is an extremely simplified definition of a research tradition that “emerged 
as a reaction against the then dominant (positivist) view of philosophy 
and psychology” (Ehrich 2005). However, as wrong as it would be to 
define phenomenology with so few words (and be satisfied with it), is as 
difficult as it would be to try to fully picture all aspects of this scientific 
tradition in this thesis. Hence, what I will do is to sketch out some central 
perspectives along with my own position in this tradition.  
   Phenomenology has been conceptualised as a philosophy, a research 
method and an overarching perspective from which all qualitative 
research is sourced (Ehrich 2005). A central person is Edmund Husserl 
who has often been referred to as the father of phenomenology (Bernet, 
Kern, and Marbach 1993; Pietersma 2006; Laverty 2003). Husserl had a 
critical view towards the philosophy of that time. Indeed he writes that: 

Instead of a unitary living philosophy, we have a philosophical literature 
growing beyond all bounds and almost without coherence. Instead of a 
serious discussion among conflicting theories that, in their very conflict, 
demonstrate the intimacy with which they belong together, the 
commonness of their underlying convictions, and an unswerving belief in 
a true philosophy, we have a pseudo-reporting and a pseudo-criticizing, a 
mere semblance of philosophizing seriously with and for one another. 
This hardly attests a mutual study carried on with a consciousness of 
responsibility, in the spirit that characterizes serious / collaboration and an 
intention to produce objectively valid results (Husserl 1992).  

 
This quote contains three perspectives that are important for my own 
scientific view. First, Husserl talks about responsibility. For me this is 
incredibly important. In my research I get close to respondents and the 
studied workplaces. Many persons give me a huge amount of trust by 
describing thoughts that they most likely would not say to everybody and 
everywhere. Secondly, Husserl suggests discussions that can lead to 
scientific collaboration. This is an important view for me. I would like 
science as such to be developed in a direction where different scientific 
fields and research perspectives strengthen each other’s results by 
complementary cooperation. Thirdly, I am convinced that every 
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researcher wants to strive towards serious collaboration and intensions to 
produce objectively valid results. The issue, as I see it, is on a pragmatic 
level. How do we realise this in practice?  
   My positioning in phenomenology and hermeneutics is closely related 
to my ethnological background. In ethnology, as well as in anthropology, 
qualitative methods are common, if not constitutive for the subject per se. 
In such a scientific field Husserl’s characteristics in the quote above are 
essential, because ethnologists work close to respondents and their 
personal environments. Following this, ethnologists and anthropologists 
have commonly adhered to this scientific view.  
   So far I have pictured some central phenomenological views. Now I 
will give a similar illustration of hermeneutics. 

Hermeneutics 

Hermeneutics […] is not a well-defined field. In its broadest sense 
hermeneutic means interpretation and generally suggests the idea of a text 
as that which is interpreted – but there is no unified or agreed upon 
criteria for interpretation (Ihde 1971).  

This view is not new. Ihde continues by rooting the quoted view in deep 
philosophical traditions. He writes that: 

Even in its historical uses the broadness of its meanings are suggestive. 
Aristotle’s Peri Hermenias is “interpretation” as logic; Plato’s technê 
hermeneia is an art of making obscure expressions clear (Ihde 1971). 

 
American philosopher Kaplan writes that “what distinguishes 
hermeneutics from phenomenology is the rejection of any claim to 
immediate, intuitive knowledge of the world grounded in subjective self-
certainty. Interpretation is always limited, prejudiced, linguistic, and 
contextual” (Kaplan 2006). Accordingly, hermeneutics is about 
interpretations. I am inspired by Kaplan’s view that we have no 
immediate knowledge about the phenomena we explore. Rather we are 
obliged to interpret their meanings in the context they appear.  
   Hermeneutics and phenomenology have been applied in the area of 
Information Technology by, for example, Butler, Boland et al. and Coffin 
(Butler 1998; Coffin 2011; Boland, Newman, and Pentland 2010).  
     The theoretical concept lifeworld is framed by  phenomenology and 
hermeneutic. This term is defined below.  
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Lifeworld 
All respondents in my field, leaders as well as employees, are parts of the 
same organisation, but still they are actors in different experienced lived 
worlds. Each individual affects and is affected by her/his perceived 
surroundings. The concept lifworld is valuable in my analysis because it 
supports me in my attempts to understand cultures and circumstances as 
the respondents experience it, and to understand how they as actors 
construct their own realities. Immanent in this view is that individuals are 
active constructors in their own lifeworlds. They are not like lumps of 
clay formed by others; rather they are the artists that form their 
experienced reality, but this is done under pregiven conditions. This view 
of human beings is essential for me. Therefore I have chosen to use 
lifeworld as a theoretical tool.  
  The concept lifeworld has its roots in the 19th century phenomenological 
tradition from Edmund Husserl and his student Alfred Schutz (Bäck-
Wiklund 2000). In the area of HCI; Paul Dourish wrote a paper in which 
he suggested embracing phenomenology as a basis for developing a new 
framework for design and evaluation in context aware computing. In this 
paper he concludes that:       

Phenomenology turns our attention to how we encounter the world as 
meaningful through our active and engaged participation in it, and so we 
can see that the underlying purpose of this sort of “more natural” 
approach to interface design is that it allows us to engage with technology 
in a different way – in ways that allow us to uncover, explore and develop 
the meaning of the use of the technology as it is incorporated into practice 
(Dourish 2001). 

 
This is an important perspective for me, since it regards humans as actors. 
However; it is only a frame for the concept lifeworld. Below I present the 
definition to wich I apply: 

The life-world is the quintessence of a reality that is lived, experienced 
and endured. It is, however, also a reality that is mastered by action and 
the reality in which- and on which- our actions fails. Especially for the 
everyday life-world, it holds good that we engage in it by acting and 
change it by our actions. Everyday life is that province of reality in which 
we encounter directly, as the condition of our life, natural and social 
givens as pregiven realities with which we must try to cope. We must act 
in the everyday life-world, if we wish to keep ourselves alive. We 
experience everyday life essentially as the province of human life (Schutz 
and Luckman 1989).  
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Sensemaking is another theoretical concept I use. This will be defined 
below.  

Sensemaking  
My purpose is to explore an Intranet based leader strategy. It is likely that 
constructions of meanings affect how the communicated content is 
interpreted and anchored into daily routines. Therefore, I use 
sensemaking as a central interpretative term/perspective in this 
investigation.2

‘Sense making’ has to do with meaning construction and reconstruction 
by the involved parties as they attempted to develop a meaningful 
framework for understanding the nature of the intended strategic change 
(

 Then, what is sensemaking? 

Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991). 
 
The quoted definition of sensemaking involves some essential 
perspectives for this thesis because I will explore a change in leadership 
strategy, from traditional face to face mediated information to virtual 
distribution through an Intranet. Still, sensemaking is a complex concept. 
For that reason I will illuminate how it has been understood and utilised 
among researchers.  
   According to Sharma, there are quite a few theories of sensemaking due 
to their roots in different fields; like HCI, Information Science and 
Social/Organisational Science they are disparate and unconnected 
(Sharma 2006). Still, it seems that despite the claimed limited number of 
sensemaking theories, it has been explored from a multitude of 
perspectives, like for example: discourse analysis (Brown 2000); 
development of sensemaking models (Cecez-Kecmanovic 2002); 
technology as triggers for sensemaking (Griffith 1999) and work practice 
effects on technology sensemaking and subsequent adoption patterns 
(Hsiao, Wu, and Hou 2005).    
   Dervin and Frenette suggest that at least some, but ideally all, of their 
assumptions of sensemaking presented below should be used by 
researchers who apply this concept. These assumptions are: 
 
                                                 
2 The adjacent theory concerning Mental Models (Norman and Draper 1987) is commonly 
used within the area of Human Computer Interaction. This theory might be more directly 
framed by the actual interactions between humans and technology than sensemaking is. 
Still, I have chosen to use the term "sensemaking", since the idea of a mental model is 
grounded in cognitive psychology, while sensemaking is more related to the area of 
Cultural Analysis where I have my scientific roots.     
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1. Sensemaking is gap bridging.  
2. There are many ways to make sense. Sensemaking is 

accomplished by verbings that involve the making and/or using 
of ideas.  

3. Sensemaking is anchored in time and space. Each moment in 
sensemaking is anchored in its own time and space, moving to 
another time and space. 

4. Sensemaking occurs at the intersection of three horizons; past, 
present and future. Every moment of sensemaking is anchored in 
the intersection of these.  

5. Sensemaking can be either flexible or inflexible.  
6. Sensemaking involves energy; both propelling and constraining. 
7. Every sensemaker is inherently a social theorist. Ordinary 

human beings are assumed to be capable of discussing the 
connections they see between past and present, and between 
present and future, between self and one’s own struggles, 
between self and others and between self and society. 

8. Comparing sensemaking across time, space, and people is more 
powerfully done with verbing analytics.  

9. Comparing sensemaking across time, space, and people will 
yield patterns of both centrality and dispersions.  

10. Campaign planners, researchers, and policymakers are 
sensemakers. 
(Dervin and Frenette 2001) 3

   
   

Sensemaking as gap bridging has a practical implication, because for me 
it is important that results of my research contribute to development in 
the explored field. Studying sensemaking as a bridge over gaps is one 
way to reach this goal. 
   The view that sensemaking can be put into play in many different ways 
is a perspective I will realise by linking it together with some of the other 
assumptions. I will explore respondents’ sensemaking in relation to their 
views of time and space - meaning constructing intersections between 
past, present and future will also be analysed. Finally, the respectful view 
of regarding each individual as an inherent social theorist will be 
endorsed. In my view, which is constructivist, all humans are actors who 
create and make sense of their own understandings. Doing this they shape 
meaning into their experienced lifeworlds. Taking this standpoint I 
adhere to the following expression of Dervin: 
                                                 
3 For a reader who wants to further explore the issue of sensemaking I recommend a 
webpage devoted to this subject by Dervin (http://communication.sbs.ohio-
state.edu/sense-making). 
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Sensemaking mandates respectful listening to users as theorists and 
knowledge-makers in their worlds; as actors who if asked can tell you at 
least something of what they need (Dervin 1998). 

 
Utilising sensemaking this way includes an understanding in which the 
concepts ‘knowledge’ and ‘information’ are put into play in verbalised 
form. Dervin writes that “what is needed is a way of conceptualizing 
knowledge making and using which unleashes sensemaking for the 
realities of human situation-facing” (Dervin 1998). For Dervin this 
includes, or taming at least partly, the impacts of power which constrain 
human willingness to share and solve problems collaboratively. The 
impact of power will not be a central issue in this thesis, but ‘situation-
facing’ will.4

Sense unmaking 

 This means that I will examine the implications of 
respondents’ experienced situations in my analysis.  

A concept related to sensemaking is ‘sense unmaking’, which is used by 
Dervin. For her “sensemaking and sense unmaking are a mandate of the 
human condition” (Dervin 1998). The term, ‘sense unmaking’ is put in to 
play in this thesis because the purpose includes opinions among 
respondents. It is likely that these opinions are affected by prior 
sensemakings. ‘Old sensemakings’ might be inappropriate for the content 
in the explored Intranet based leadership strategy, therefore, they need to 
be envisioned and interpreted. Then, what is sense unmaking? Dervin 
writes that: 

The core of sensemaking’s assumptions rests on the idea that knowledge 
made today is rarely perfectly suited to application tomorrow, and in 
some cases becomes tomorrow’s gap. In this view, attending to the 
unmaking of sense is as important as attending to its making (Dervin 
1998).  

 
Hence, sensemaking and sense unmaking constitute theoretical 
springboards in this thesis. Hopefully they will help to create knowledge 
about how ‘old sensemakings’ affect success or non-success of the 
explored leadership strategy, and about what phenomena affect 

                                                 
4 The issue of power is important. Still, this is a Licentiate thesis that needs to be limited. 
Since power is a comprehensive perspective for analysis in itself, I will not include it in 
this context.  
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sensemaking and sense unmaking of information distributed through an 
Intranet.  
 
I use sense unmaking as an analytical perspective because: 
 

1. The purpose includes opinions among respondents. It is likely 
that these opinions are shaped by prior sensemakings.  

2. “Old” sensemakings might not be suitable in new contexts. 
3. Effects of sense unmaking processes are still unexplored as 

influences in organisational and IT research. Therefore, such an 
analytical perspective is a contribution to the scientific 
community.  

 
It is important to create this kind of knowledge because sensemakings 
and sense unmakings most likely affect communications in an Intranet 
based leadership strategy, as well as its potential success or failure. 
     Culture is an essential term in my research per se. As an ethnologist, 
the concept of culture is an important part of my scientific identification. 
Below I discuss culture as a concept, and I position my interpretation and 
enactments of the concept.  

Culture  
Culture is a complex term that has almost as many understandings as 
persons who aim to understand it. The discussion below encompasses 
more than a definition for this thesis. It is an incipient positioning of my 
research in relation to the concept, even if I use culture as a “hammer and 
saw” in the current analysis. Then, what is culture? This is a rhetorical 
question since “culture” is a multifaceted issue. Anthropologist researcher 
Räsänen in the field of Human Computer Interaction writes that:  

The concept of culture within the social sciences is contested and varies 
essentially. There is no precise way of defining culture, not even within 
anthropology, which can be seen as the home of culture (Räsänen 2007).  

 
Despite this difficulty, many researchers have suggested what culture 
could be. In 1982 Ehn and Löfgren wrote that hundreds of definitions of 
culture exist. Due to this, and because they did not want to extend the 
collections of definitions, they quoted the following description by 
Hannerz, Liljeström and Löfgren: 
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To view human life in terms of culture is… a question about a special 
accentuation, an accentuation of a collective consciousness and of the 
communications that carry it. Culture includes common knowledge, 
values, experiences and patterns of thinking that glues the members 
together. Still this is not just in people’s heads. The consciousness 
becomes common only when people communicate, share a language, 
understand codes and messages, view the entire environment as loaded 
with meanings in a way that is fairly common for everybody - or at least 
for many. Adding this we must remember that the word “consciousness” 
is treacherous. Actually we mean what people have in their heads 
regardless if they are conscious about it or not. Often the unconsciousness 
and what is less conscious is the most interesting for a cultural focused 
researcher (Ehn and Löfgren 1982).5

 
  

This characterisation is similar to the one presented by Hofstede in his 
book Culture’s Consequences. He describes culture as: 

The collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members 
of one group or category of people from another (Hofstede 2001).   

 
However, these interpretations of culture have been the target of an 
extensive critique among ethnologists and anthropologists. Indeed it has 
been accused of rendering possible the creation of a culture grounded 
racist discourse where unknown people are presented as “different” and 
thereby out of place (Ekström 2010). Because of this some ethnologists 
prefer not to use the term. Indeed, ethnologist professor Blehr writes that 
instead of culture a variety of other terms can be used, for example: 
practice, discourse, structuring, performance, rituals and storytelling 
(Blehr 2010).  
   Nevertheless, my standpoint is that the concept of culture is valuable 
for researchers and designers who study humans and their interactions 
with computers. I agree with the view of Hannerz, who writes that “I do 
not personally think that the culture concept ‘will have to go’” (Hannerz 
1996).  
 
  

                                                 
5 My translation from Swedish to English 
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I have four arguments for my positioning.  
 
First, my standpoint is that “culture” is both implicitly and explicitly 
present in the interfaces, among users and among technology developers 
themselves when new technology is developed and implemented in new 
contexts. Still, to think about culture as a phenomenon that is everywhere 
also enlightens the complexity of the term. A similar reasoning is put 
forward by Hannerz. He humbly suggests that:  

When culture is everywhere, and if we as anthropologists choose to think 
that it is in a particular way ours, complacency will not do; and it may 
even be that we must sometimes call for a little help from friends in other 
disciplines to continue to build some kind of orderly understanding of 
how culture works, and of where, after all it begins and ends (Hannerz 
1996).   

 
Second, in situations where users interact with technique, as in all other 
conditions, they need to create meanings and make sense of its contents, 
interfaces and so on. In such processes culture is an influential factor. 
This standpoint is substantiated in an investigation made by Ravasi and 
Schultz. These authors made a longitudinal exploration in which they 
studied organisational responses to environmental changes that induce 
members to question aspects of their organisation’s identity. In this 
exploration they concluded that: 

Our findings point to organizational culture as a central construct in 
understanding the evolution of organizational identities in the face of 
environmental changes, suggesting that collective history, organizational 
symbols, and consolidated practices provide cues that help members make 
new sense of what their organization is really about and give that new 
sense to others (Ravasi and Schultz 2006). 

 
Third, knowledge about culture can contribute to successful interactions 
when we develop technology, which is aimed to function in cross-cultural 
contexts, for example multinational companies. A similar view is put 
forward by Bhagat et al. who made an investigation of complexities 
following a cross-border transfer of organisational knowledge involving 
dissimilar cultural contexts (Bhagat et al. 2002).  
     However; I am not fully pleased with the common focus on cultural 
differences because there is a dilemma involved in this perspective. That 
is, when researchers show differences and make them carriers of 
meanings, there is a risk that divergences are manifested rather than 
overcome. One way to avoid this is to investigate cross-cultural 
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similarities as well as differences. An example of the importance of such 
perspective is given in Pedersen’s book Counseling Across Cultures. In 
the foreword of this book Clemmont E. Vontress describes a process in 
which cultural minorities in the United States proclaimed and manifested 
their differences from the majority society. Paradoxically, the more they 
did this, the more they became like the people they declared to be their 
oppressors. Their demands for acceptance and equality resulted in the 
commencement of an imperceptible assimilation. Vontress claims that 
“although declarations of differences are still heard throughout society, 
there is simultaneous evidence of cultural similarities” (Pedersen 2002). 
Of course I do not argue for cultural assimilation. What I want to show 
with this example is the need to investigate cross-cultural similarities as 
well as differences. This research perspective is quite unexplored in 
Information Technology research in general as well as in HCI.  
   Fourth, cultural loaded features, like for example symbols and icons, 
are important pragmatic tools for designers given that they affect user’s 
understandings of the interfaces, as well as the usability of the 
technological artefact. Onibere et al. write that: 

Usability problems that can arise from cultural differences are mainly 
representational variations between cultures. Such variations can be found 
in colour, icons, character set, pictures, symbols, phrases/jargons, time 
format and abbreviations (Onibere et al. 2001). 

 
In my view the acceptance of culture offers a pragmatism that can be 
utilised in design processes. Still, and this is very important, my cultural 
positioning does not imply opinions of culture or cultural groups as 
static. It is rather the opposite. My view is that researchers and designers 
should bring into play cultural features, but they must be aware that 
symbolic meanings are contextual dependent, dynamic and changing. 
Since the very ground in ‘culture’ is varying, cultures and cultural groups 
must be regarded as fluid on all levels, from the highest level (Asian, 
Western) to the lowest level (family, friends). 
 
After this positioning I will give some examples of how culture has been 
enacted in prior research and how my view of culture can contribute.  

Culture in prior research 
In their paper “A process model for developing usable cross-cultural 
websites”, Smith et al. create an abstraction of the design process (Smith 
et al. 2004). In doing this they focus on what they call cross-cultural 
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issues. Their practical standpoint is related to theoretical models of 
culture. The authors write that:  

People differ across regional, linguistic and country boundaries, and user 
requirements are strongly influenced by their local cultural perspective. 
Cross-cultural usability is about making websites an effective means of 
communication between a global website owner and a local user (Smith et 
al. 2004).  

 
This description is one of many examples where HCI researchers 
sanction culture as differences.6

   Kleinsmith et al. made a study in which they investigated how users 
from three different national cultures (Japan, Sri Lanka and the US) 
perceive emotions from whole body postures in avatars. In this paper 
cultural disparities on perceived emotions in the avatars’ body postures 
are examined. The authors conclude that “our results provide evidence to 
indicate that emotions are both universal and culturally specific” 
(

 Still, the authors enact cultural 
divergences in order to facilitate communications between global levelled 
website owners and end users in local environments. Therefore, 
performances of culture could be regarded as a tool to increase 
communications in this case. 

Kleinsmith, Ravindra de Silva, and Bianchi-Berthouze 2006). 
   In their paper “The influence of cultural differences on the use of social 
network services and the formation of social capital”, Ji et al. present 
results from a cross-cultural investigation on Social Network Services 
(SNS). They carried out a web based survey among three nations; Korea, 
China and the US. Their assumption was that cultural differences 
profoundly impact on how people use SNS. In their conclusion they write 
that it is hard to explain differences of motivations of SNS usage through 
cultural differences. These authors claim that it seems that we can get a 
better result if we reflect on additional components, as well as detailed 
SNS components, of each nation, such as infrastructure or geographic 
difference (Ji et al. 2010).    
   Another perspective of culture is implemented by Beu et al. who 
describe a process where they built an infrastructure for Intercultural 
Usability Engineering in the context of Siemens’ products (Beu, Honold, 
and Yuan 2000). After describing this process they present some future 
challenges that I find valuable for my own research. First they argue for 
establishing deeper intercultural competence through training seminars, 
joint workshops and regulative exchanges. Such activities are valuable 

                                                 
6 In my paper What is culture? Towards common understandings of culture in HCI (2010) 
I discuss this. 
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for me, when I present research results to participants, and when I discuss 
it with other researchers. Second, they suggest that the repertoire of 
methods should be expanded and enriched with culture specific 
procedures. I agree, even if I wonder what a culture specific method 
really is.  
   As shown, the concept of culture is commonly enacted as differences. 
This is a dilemma, because clarifying cultural divergences as analytical 
instruments might contribute to clear designs, but there is also a risk that 
such a procedure manifests cultural boarders. I suggest that one way to 
overcome this dilemma is to study cultural similarities (instead of, or as 
well as, differences) and implement such new knowledge in cross-
cultural designs.  
 
This chapter shows that culture is as commonly enacted as differences. I 
suggest usages of culture as similarities instead (or as well).  
    
My positioning in cultural aspects can strengthen research and design 
processes by: 
 Investigating cross-cultural similarities (for example common 

symbols) in order to develop interfaces that users from different 
cultures can identify with.  

 Develop culture as an aspect of sensemaking and thereby assist 
designers and researchers to interpret what meanings might be 
shaped by technology users.  

 Increasing strategic uses of cultural loaded features; like for 
example symbols, as design tools.    

 
However, this is a positioning on a general level (not specific for this 
thesis). It is complex as well, because I must ask myself when an 
interaction becomes cross-cultural. Is it when people from different parts 
of the world interact or can we consider interactions between an 
employee and a high level leader as cross-cultural if they are active in 
different workplaces? As a part of the same organisation they have a 
common organisational culture and they are expected to engage in the 
same Intranet context. Still, they have different work cultures in which 
these interactions shall be committed. Are such interactions cross-cultural 
or in-cultural?7

 
 

                                                 
7 ‘In-cultural’ is not an established term. It is simply my way to express internal 
membership in a cultural group.  
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Now I have positioned myself and my views of culture. Below I discuss 
the term trust.  

Trust  
During the first phase in this research, the interview study, it became 
clear to me that feelings of trust, or no trust, carried meaning for opinions 
towards and driving forces to put the explored leader strategy into play. 
Consequently, this analytical tool is included during the process, not 
beforehand.  
   To define a concept like trust is difficult because the term is brought 
into play and interpreted in many different ways, therefore, I do not strive 
towards defining an all-encompassing meaning of the concept. Instead I 
present some common understandings before I position my research in 
relation to this.   

Trust in prior research 
Here I illuminate the diverse representations that constitute trust. Some 
authors chose to quote definitions, some formulate their own and some 
try to structure meanings of trust in the form of models, guidelines or by 
categorisations.  
  A search of the term trust in Google resulted in 254 000 000 results in 
0.07 seconds. It is without doubt an often used term, but it is difficult to 
find a general meaning. Indeed I would say that the most common 
consensus among scientists is that there is no consensus of what trust 
really is. Instead, each researcher discusses prior definitions and positions 
her/himself according to this. For example, Artz and Gil quote three 
different definitions before unifying them in one understanding (Artz and 
Gil 2007). The quoted definitions are: 

[Trust is] a subjective expectation an agent has about another’s future 
behaviour based on a history of their encounters (Mui, Mohtashemi, and 
Halberstadt 2002). 

[Trust is] the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act dependably, 
securely, and reliably within a specified context (Grandison and Sloman 
2000). 

Trust of a party A to a party B for a service X is the measurable belief of 
A in that B behaves dependably for a specified period within a specified 
context (in relation to service X) (Olmedilla et al. 2005).  
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Artz and Gils’ interpretation of the three definitions above is that trust is 
only worth modelling when there is a chance of a different outcome than 
what is expected or has been agreed upon. Methodologically they 
separate trust into four different areas: policy-based trust, reputation-
based trust, general models of trust and trust in information resources 
(Artz and Gil 2007). Categorising and creating models is common when 
researchers handle the complexity immanent in trust (Corritore, Kracher, 
and Wiedenbeck 2003); (Kim, Ferrin, and Rao 2008);(Abdul-Rahman 
and Hailes 1997); (Matthew and Turban 2001); (Hoffman, Lawson-
Jenkins, and Blum 2006); (Tan and Thoen 2000); (Li, Hess, and Valacich 
2008). It can also be about distinguishing between different kinds of trust, 
for example between moral and strategic trust (Schneiderman 2000; 
Uslander 2002). Moral trust is when people have a durable optimistic 
view that strangers are well intentioned. Strategic trust is the willingness 
of two people to participate in a specific exchange. Schneiderman 
provides a couple of design guidelines and principles that can promote 
trust. Principle one is to invite participation by ensuring trust. This is 
promoted by disclosing patterns of past performances, providing 
references from past and current users, getting certifications from third 
parties and making it easy to locate, read and enforce policies involving 
privacy and security. The second principle is to accelerate action by 
clarifying responsibility. According to Schneiderman, this is reached by 
clarifying each participants’ responsibility, providing clear guarantees 
with compensation and by supporting dispute resolutions and mediation 
services (Schneiderman 2000).  
   Friedman et al. suggest ten trust related characteristic in online 
interactions that, according to them, have potential to cultivate the 
conditions for trust online. These are: reliability and security of the 
technology, knowing what people online tend to do, misleading language 
and images, disagreements about what counts as harm, informed consent, 
anonymity, accountability, saliency of cues in the online environment, 
insurance and finally performance history and reputation (Friedman, 
Kahn, and Howe 2000). The authors promote developments of 
interpersonal trust, writing that “in the interest of enhancing interpersonal 
trust, we need to develop tools that allow users to control what personal 
information is made to others online” (Friedman, Kahn, and Howe 2000).  
   It is obvious that this perspective cannot be put into play without first 
defining it in the specific study. Below I characterise how I use the term 
in this thesis.  
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Trust in the present study 
In their paper “Online trust: a stakeholder perspective, concepts, 
implications, and future directions”, Shankar et al. write that:  

Online trust is also intertwined with offline trust. It is important for firms 
to understand how online trust is different from offline trust, how the two 
are interconnected and how to improve online trust and overall firm 
performance. This is particularly important for organizations that have 
both online as well as offline presence, that is, multichannel organizations 
(Shankar, Urban, and Sultan 2002).  

 
Shankar et al. conclude that online trust is important for a firm’s e-
business strategy. They write that many elements are common with 
offline trust, but it differs in that technology rather than just the 
organisational entity is an object of trust. Online trust is described as a 
“multidimensional construct whose underlying dimensions include 
reliability/credibility, emotional comfort, quality and benevolence” 
(Shankar, Urban, and Sultan 2002). In the present study this is important 
because the investigated leadership strategy is web based and thereby 
reliant on a form of online trust. 
  Fogg and Tseng write that “trust indicates a positive belief about the 
perceived reliability of, dependability of, and confidence in a person, 
object, or process” (Fogg and Tseng 1999). I apply to this definition since 
it offers limitations and at the same time includes factors like perception, 
reliability, dependability and confidence. All these factors are important 
in my research.  
    
In short, in this thesis I regard trust as the interplay between offline and 
online factors. I apply to the view of trust as perception, reliability, 
dependability and confidence.  
 
So far I have presented some views of trust in prior research. I have also 
described my own understanding of the term. A third essential 
perspective is how respondents in this investigation experience and think 
about trust. In the chapter below I illuminate some views expressed by 
respondents.  
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Trust among survey respondents in this investigation 
  

To trust upon that someone trust upon yourself8

 
 

The quoted respondent (a civil servant) regards trust as a mutually 
dependent feature. He experiences trust if his leaders give him trust. In 
this case getting trust creates trust. This might have implications for the 
respondent’s engagement in the investigated Intranet based leadership 
strategy, because if he does not get any feedback from his leaders when 
doing this work, he will not know if he is trusted upon. 
  One respondent (a leader) describes trust as “a stable leadership towards 
concrete goals”. Another description is that trust is to be listened upon. 
This is a perspective that top level leaders in the city have thought about 
when developing the explored Intranet based leadership strategy. In one 
together module9

 

 City Executive Officer of The City of Stockholm, Irene 
Svenonius, explicitly says that:  

It gives me an opportunity to get information about what you think of 
how the Visions’ realisation works in the organisation, and it gives me 
feedback about what I can do in my daily tasks to improve the support in 
the realisation.  

 
However, not all employees assume that high level leaders listen to their 
thoughts. One survey respondent writes that:  

I am stressed at work. You talk about savings. The workers toil. Leaders 
have lots of time for free thoughts and luxury. 

 
But despite this opinion, he trusts that the explored leadership strategy 
will result in a good development. However, when he describes how he 
understands the word trust he writes “I have no idea. Maybe it is 
something fuzzy”? Another respondent connects trust to a stable 
employment and the salary. If she is paid she is prepared to do almost 
anything the leaders tell her to do. Other definitions in the survey have 
been willingness and power to solve tasks, and that persons are doing 
meaningful/necessary chores. Finally engagement has been mentioned as 
an understanding of trust.  
 
                                                 
8 Because trust had been revealed as an affective factor in the interview results I explicitly 
asked respondents what trust means for them, when I did the survey.  
9 A together module is the name of the studied leadership strategy. It will be described 
further on in the thesis.  
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Respondents in this investigation view trust as: stability, 
mutual/interactive dependence, feelings of meaningfulness, engagement 
and willingness to solve tasks and as something fuzzy.  
 
After this presentation it is time to discuss the term virtual. This concept 
is not used theoretically. Rather it is integrated in the explored leadership 
strategy.  

Virtual 
My purpose is to enlighten an Intranet based leadership strategy. Is such 
an approach virtual or not? In this chapter I present some understandings 
of the term virtual along with defining how I use it in this thesis  
  Even if the open access encyclopaedia Wikipedia is not a scientific 
source it illuminates common understandings of virtual. An overarching 
description is that “the term virtual is a concept applied in many fields 
with somewhat differing connotations, and also, differing denotations” 
and “that which is not real” (Wikipedia). The latter definition originates 
from philosophy. Wikipedia links virtual to computing when it says that 
“the word virtual has been applied to computing and Information 
Technology with various meanings” (Wikipedia).  
   How is virtual understood in prior IT research? This is presented below.  

Virtual in prior research  
In IT research virtual as a concept includes a multitude of uses and 
interpretations. For that reason I limit my exploration to papers that 
include the term explicitly in the title. How do these authors define virtual 
and how do they apply it in their research?  
   Montoya-Weiss, Massey and Song focused on temporality when they 
studied the “effects of temporal coordination on virtual teams supported 
by an asynchronous communication technology” (Montoya-Weiss, 
Massey, and Song 2001). This fluidity is commonly present implicitly 
and/or explicitly in discussions concerning virtual phenomena 
(Afsarmanesh and Camarinha-Matos 2005); (Herrero et al. 2007); 
(Camarinha-Matos et al. 2005); (Sinnot et al. 2006; Göhner et al. 2007)). 
In this perspective virtual is about dynamics. Metselaar and van Dael put 
words to this, saying that: 

In a virtual organisation hierarchies collapse and boundaries within and 
between organisations decline. Empowered teams are producing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology�
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information-based virtual products. Conventional relationships between 
employers and employees disappear. The organisation continually 
changes, and work processes are organised on a project basis (Metselaar 
and van Dael 1999).  

 
With this fluidity in mind it is not surprising that virtual as a concept is 
sometimes enacted as constructions. Mowshowits writes that:  

[A]… virtual organization integrates and generalizes several specialized 
constructs useful in the design of computer systems and networks. Virtual 
memory, virtual machines, and virtual circuit routing are well-known 
examples: less evident perhaps is that virtual reality also belongs to this 
family of constructs (Mowshowits 1997).  

 
An essential factor is that the concept of virtual is descriptive, which 
means that it is connected to another phenomenon. As an example 
Isbister et al. discuss virtual meeting places that “make casual meetings 
between strangers from across town, or even across the world, easy 
(Isbister et al. 2000). Examples of other connected terms are Virtual 
Organisations (Camarinha-Matos 2003; Katzy, Chang, and Löh 2005; 
Venkatraman and Henderson 1998); Virtual Team (Potter and Balthazard 
2002); Virtual Learning Environment (Piccoli, Ahmad, and Ives 2001); 
Virtual Reality (Carlin, Hoffman, and Weghorst 1997); Virtual 
Classroom (Hitz and Wellman 1997); Virtual Table (Schmalstieg, 
Encarnacao, and Szalavari 1999) and Virtual Environments (Gabbard, 
Hix, and Swan 1999). 
   It is shown that virtual is a complex concept that needs to be defined 
and limited by each researcher exercising the term. What is common for 
all papers I referred to is that virtual is connected to some sort of 
technology use. This is the basis for my utilisation of the term virtual and 
it motivates my simplification when using it in my reasoning.  
 
In this thesis I interpret and bring into play the term virtual analogously 
to web based communication.  
 
So far I have presented understandings of virtual in prior literature and I 
have given my own definition. In order to explore more general 
understandings of the term, I explicitly asked my respondents what 
virtual means for them. These understandings shall be viewed upon as 
potential variations of understandings, but it is I who will do the final 
interpretations of the term in this thesis.  
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Views of virtual among respondents 
Just like in prior described understandings, the term virtual is used and 
interpreted in diverse ways among respondents. A low level leader says 
that:  

Virtual, it has to do with computers, with communications on the Internet 
I think. Well, I belong to an older generation (laughs) so I am not born 
with… I am born with television but not with computers. Virtual means, 
well, you talk about virtual realities. It is a reality that can be shaped 
through computer animation, or what it is called. That’s what I know 
virtual means. 

 
This respondent describes two different aspects of virtual. The first is 
about web based communications and the other is imagined realities in 
digital worlds.  
   A high level leader reflects upon virtual with the following words: 

We talk about the virtual office, and it might be the virtual work group. It 
is a unity that does not always exist. It is a number of persons who meet 
and discuss a certain question so in that aspect it can be regarded as a 
process. It is not permanent, but it is developed from time to time.  

 
   A low level leader at a care unit for elderly describes virtual 
cooperation like this:  

Then I think that you work outwards [in direction] towards many 
different... not a narrow road. I do not cooperate with only two persons, 
but with many different groups and authorities.  

 
Virtual among respondents is understood as computer related, digital 
realities, dynamic processes and non-permanent work groups. The 
immanent fluidity has a progressive direction in time and development.  
  

Leadership 
My purpose focuses on Intranet based leadership strategy. Therefore I 
will picture a few aspects of leadership, as it is understood in this thesis. 
Because leadership and management is a rich theoretical field as such and 
for the reason that I use theories that are related to cultural analysis and to 
qualitative methodology, I choose not to describe theories concerning 
leadership and management. However, with my focus on a virtual 
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leadership strategy I still need to define leadership as I view it in this 
thesis.  
   A general description of leadership is to regard it as a challenge. In their 
book An Instructor’s Guide to the Leadership Challenge (1995) Kouzes 
and Posner write that: 
 

Leadership is an observable, learnable set of practices. Leadership is not 
something mystical and ethereal that cannot be understood by ordinary 
people. Given the opportunity for feedback and practice, those with the 
desire and persistence to lead—to make a difference— can substantially 
improve their abilities to do so (Kouzes and Posner 1995). 

 
Spillane discusses distributed leadership. He writes that this kind of 
leadership is mostly about leader practices, rather than about their roles, 
functions, routines and structures (Spillane 2005). This standpoint views 
leadership practices as a product of interactions between people and their 
situations rather that as the leader’s skills and knowledge Viewing 
leadership as a challenge that is reachable for anyone and/or as a product 
of interactions between people inspire me and my thoughts.  
   Virtual leadership and strategic leadership are essential perspectives in 
this thesis. Below I discuss this.  

Virtual Leadership 
It is problematic to define virtual leadership in the frame of this thesis 
because prior research has equated this with leading a virtual 
organisation. This study investigates a virtual leadership strategy in a 
traditional organisation.     
   One understanding of virtual leadership is developed by Boje and 
Rhodes who explore what happens when leaders and leadership become 
virtualised through mass media. This is ‘the Virtual Leader Construct’ 
[VLC], which is a leader who is virtual in terms of being virtuous in 
relation to culturally accepted archetypes of leadership excellence, and 
that is not an actual embodied human being, the authors write (Boje and 
Rhodes 2005). They continue by making a distinction between virtual 
leader and actual leader. A virtual leader has no materiality while an 
actual leader can be located in the material world. The authors argue that 
virtual leaders can exist at different levels of the virtualisation, which 
enact different forms of substitution for traditional leadership. In one of 
their cases they interpret the VLC as an attempt to become an imitation of 
the actual/material leader.  
   What is virtual leadership and what is a virtual team? One way to 
define a virtual team is as:  
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A collection of individuals who are geographically and/or 
organizationally or otherwise dispersed and who collaborate via 
communication and information technologies in order to accomplish a 
specified goal (Zigurs 2003).  

 
In my field, the Intranet users are dispersed in many ways (activities, 
tasks, employments, work cultures etc.). Interpreted this way the Intranet 
based leadership strategy functions as a transformer from a traditional to 
a virtual organisation. However, this is not a complete picture because 
this leadership strategy is complemented with face to face interactions.  
   When does an organisation become virtual? Zigurs writes that there is 
no single cut-off point for this. What managers must do, she claims, is to 
assess the context of the team and the degree to which virtuality is 
present. On virtual leadership she says that:  

Viewing leadership as a total system and a development process is a 
useful way for thinking about how each member of a virtual team can 
influence the team’s direction and performance (Zigurs 2003).       

 
For Zigurs virtual leadership is a process in a total system. In the quoted 
article she argues that this should be viewed upon as an opportunity to 
develop new practices and structures in order to optimise technology use 
instead of enhancing the common practice of duplicating existing 
practices through technology. A similar standpoint is mirrored in an 
article written by Oakley who writes that “virtual team leaders can be 
more effective if they can coordinate rather than direct team activities” 
(Oakley 1999). For her, virtual leadership is about transforming power to 
each member of the virtual organisation. She writes that: 

Virtual team members must have the ability to manage themselves, 
pushing the responsibility for self-management and self-leadership down 
to the lowest organizational level—the level of the individual employee. 
The prerequisites for team members that can work effectively in the 
virtual environment, therefore, include the ability to manage their own 
time and work even before joining the team (Oakley 1999). 

 
Transformational leadership is a kind of leadership that occurs when one 
or more persons engage with others in such a way that leaders and 
followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality 
(Burns 1998). In a study of Purvanova and Bono this kind of leadership 
had a stronger effect on team performance in virtual than in face to face 
teams (Purvanova and Bono 2009).  
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To sum up, a virtual team can be understood as a collection of 
individuals who are geographically, organisationally or otherwise 
dispersed. In virtual teams, leadership can be viewed upon as a total 
system and a development process. Members of a virtual team must have 
the ability to manage their own time and work. Transformational 
leadership has a stronger effect on team performance in virtual than in 
face to face teams.  

 
Now I have defined virtual leadership. Another aspect is strategic 
leadership, which is central to the aim of this thesis. This is defined 
below.  

Strategic leadership  
In my research I view the studied utilisation of Intranet as a strategic 
leadership. This might be looked upon as a simplification because I more 
or less take for granted what a leadership strategy is. For that reason I will 
define my understanding of this expression. Wikipedia gives a commonly 
accepted picture, even if it is not a scientific source per se. In this open 
access encyclopaedia, strategic leadership is said to provide the vision 
and direction for the growth and success of an organisation. To 
successfully deal with change, all executives need the skills and tools for 
both strategy formulation and implementation. The work I explore fits 
well in this description, since it both provides a vision and gives direction 
for the growth and success of the organisation. A scientific definition is 
provided by Ireland and Hitt who define strategic leadership as: 

A person’s ability to anticipate, envision, maintain flexibility, think 
strategically, and work with others to initiate changes that will create a 
viable future for the organization (Ireland and Hitt 2005).  

 
 
To sum up 
Phenomenology and Hermeneutik frame and inspire the analysis. 
Lifeworld, sensemaking, sense unmaking, culture and trust are used as 
theoretical terms for interpretation. The terms virtual and leadership has 
been defined because they are important for the explored leadership 
strategy.  
     I look upon the theoretical concepts as dynamically eclectic; they 
oscillate and interplay independently of each other. The empirical 
material will lead my analysis. I explicate this in the model below.  
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Figure 1: This picture shows how I understand and use enacted concepts. 
Phenomenology and hermeneutics constitute the inspirational frameworks. 
Empirical results, including concepts related to the field, are interpreted through 
the theoretical concepts.  
 
 
After this I will designate my methodology.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

Surrounded by traditional inspiration from 
phenomenology and hermeneutics 

Empirical results, including the aspects virtual, virtual 
leadership and strategical leadership are interpreted 
dynamically eclectic through the eyes of... 
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Trust Culture 
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Methodology 

The research process is divided in two phases. First I carried out 
interviews and meeting observations. Second I completed a survey using 
open ended questionnaires. The research has been performed as follows.  

Interview study10

Initially I contacted high level leaders in Stockholm City Hall. I presented 
myself, my current research field (Human-Computer Interaction) and my 
scientific background. Since the leaders were interested in participating, 
we had some meetings in which we discussed research focus and 
circumstances for our cooperation. Together we decided that the 
interview/observation study should be performed in Norrmalm, which is 
a city district in Stockholm. Our choice was due to two factors. 
Norrmalm had not engaged in the work with the together modules and 
Vision 2030 (the research focuses which will be described further on) to 
that date, and a new director was employed in this district.  

 

  Practically I started the research by taking part in two meetings in 
Norrmalm. In the first assembly the Officer of Communications 
described the content in Vision 2030 and why the city needs this Vision. 
The audience was people working in administration in the district’s Head 
Office. In the second meeting all leaders in Norrmalm listened to a 
presentation by the Deputy Mayor of Stockholm. Both these 
presentations were recorded and transcribed.  
   After these meetings I started the interview study. The new Director of 
Norrmalm had given me a catalogue with names and phone numbers to 
all units in the district. I wrote the names of all units in each work area 
(preschool, care of elderly people and administration) on small notes and 
mixed them. A colleague helped me to pick four notes for each activity. I 
numbered the notes and contacted the units in the same order as they 
were picked. In two cases the first picked workplaces could not take part 
in the study. Then the second was asked instead.  
                                                 
10 All interviews are conducted and transcribed in Swedish. Translations into English in 
this thesis are undertaken by the author.  
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   I preferred this kind of procedure because it results in a random, but 
still representative, selection of units and respondents. However, in the 
next selection step (individual/respondents in each unit) the method was 
exchanged. On this level the head leaders were asked to choose 
respondents (one group leader and two employees). I made this 
methodological choice despite an eventual risk that leaders pick 
employees they think will say “the right” things. My decision was due to 
the knowledge leaders have about employees. They know who are 
reflexive and engaged. During the interviews it became clear that 
respondents were both critical and positive, so my impression is that 
respondents honestly described their thoughts and opinions. Indeed, in 
some cases I was impressed by the trust they showed me. After all, I am a 
stranger who visits them, asking delicate questions and recording their 
answers.  
   Overall this was a successful approach, even if some of the units 
weren’t able to offer all four planned interviews, due to lack of time in 
their schedules.      
  When I present the interview results I group respondents in three 
categories: leaders, civil servants and employees since such a strategy 
gives an opportunity to interpret viewpoints related to respondents’ 
positions. However, it might convey a risk that different levels inside 
each category will be overlooked. The reader should consider this risk.  
  The interviews are divided in two preschool units, two elderly care units 
and one administration unit.  
     Given that I was interested in respondents’ personal reflections, but 
also needed answers on certain questions, I followed the example of 
Rimmer and Friedman who carried out interviews in a semi-structured 
way (Friedman et al. 2002; Rimmer et al. 1999). This means that I based 
the interviews on a list with questions, but I also had an open dialogue 
with the respondents. In this conversation I asked follow up questions to 
deepen their thoughts. 11

The Snapshot method 

   

During the meeting with all leaders in Norrmalm I used a method called 
“the snapshot method” and/or “the note method”. This technique was 
presented to me by a professor in ethnology, Billy Ehn, who works at 
Umeå University in Sweden. Throughout a session of some sort 
participants are asked to write down their first association(s) when they 

                                                 
11 My field work plannings are shown as appendices in this theses.  
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hear something chosen by the researcher using the method. The notes are 
collected and saved.  
   Ehn and Löfgren used this method when they wanted to develop “a 
different” cultural analysis. To achieve this goal they asked themselves 
how researchers can describe people who seem to do nothing, and how 
researchers can explore phenomena that passes quickly and that has no 
clear shapes (Ehn and Löfgren 2007). 
  In this study I used the result as a ground for further discussions during 
the interview sessions. The association foundation I gave the participants 
was “web based cooperation”. I used this method in order to get a first 
impression of spontaneous opinions. I also wanted to create a material 
that could strengthen my interviews.    

 
This research phase resulted in two recorded and transcribed meeting 
presentations, 21 recorded and transcribed interviews and approximately 
50 reflections from the snapshot method.  

The survey 
After the interview study I had a picture of sensemakings in Norrmalm. 
However, Stockholm has many districts and I wanted to broaden my 
results both geographically and numerically, but still keep it qualitative. 
For that reason and together with high level leaders in the City Hall I 
decided to do the survey in two other districts of Stockholm; Skärholmen 
and Spånga-Tensta. My choice of districts was due to the interest leaders 
in Skärholmen and Spånga-Tensta had shown to engage in this research. 
Norrmalm were asked to take part in the survey as well, but the asked 
units had limited time to engage in this part of my research. In this phase, 
contacts with leaders in the chosen districts where mediated via leaders in 
the City Hall.  
   After some e-mail and telephone communications with leaders in the 
districts I sent out two questionnaires (one directed to leaders and one 
directed to employees) with open ended questions. Thereafter the leaders 
distributed the questionnaires to some units in the districts. 

I spread information about the survey both verbally and textually. In 
some cases I visited meetings with leaders and/or with employees. Then I 
presented myself and the research project through face to face 
communication. However, I did not meet all respondents personally 
because some leaders wanted to inform their employees themselves. This 
methodological difference was mirrored in the empirical results. The 
respondents that I had informed personally tended to write more detailed 
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answers. Nevertheless, all respondents were given information through a 
letter complementing the questionnaire. After a leader criticised the 
information letter for being too complex I added another simplified 
version. 
   The described methodologies are qualitative and they generate 
empirical results that reveal opinions and thoughts among respondents. 
This makes it important to provide the reader with respondents’ own 
choices of expressions. Therefore, I aim to “let informants speak with 
their own words” as much as possible, by interweaving quotes from my 
empirical results with my own reasoning. By doing this I let the empirical 
material guide my analysis. This can be regarded as a methodological 
choice.  
   The survey data are presented and analysed in themes that are revealed 
in the results.  
   So far I have presented my methodology. Below I present the field.  
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The field 

The city of Stockholm 

Figure 2: The history of Stockholm is not the story of a city that acquired a port. 
It is instead the story of a port that gave rise to a city. Stockholm, Sweden, 
emerged as a port and trading place more than 750 years ago 
(www.stockholm.se). The picture belongs to the City of Stockholm. 
Photographer: Jens Johansson 

 
The picture and its text gives a hint of Stockholm’s origin. Today the city 
is the capital of Sweden and it has more than 800 000 citizens. More than 
40 000 persons are employed in this city. Each individual employee is 
expected to be a part of the work with Vision 2030 and the together 
modules, which are the Intranet based tools that constitutes the 
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investigated leadership strategy in this thesis. This means that a multitude 
of persons, activities and leaders are included in this research. Persons 
working with childcare, teachers, cleaners, care for the elderly, 
attendants, civil servants, planners of infrastructures, leaders on all levels 
and so on are affected. The large number of involved people is an 
inspirational source for me.  
   The size of the field can be regarded as both a strength and a weakness. 
The strength is that my research results can promote development for 
many people that are engaged in different kinds of activities. The 
weakness is that only a part of the field participants can be included in the 
research. However, by incorporating all organisational levels, from top 
leaders to employees in practical work situations along with different 
areas of competition I strive towards giving reasonable pictures. 
   Below I present the steering document Vision 2030, which is the 
explored virtual leadership strategy in this thesis. 
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Figure 3: This picture shows the interface in Vision 2030. The picture belongs to 
The City of Stockholm. Photographer: Yanan Li. 

Vision 2030 
It was there that it begun, with the starting point that all employees need 
information and knowledge about… yes, good attitudes. That is to say 
become ambassadors if we shall be able to make the vision about 
Stockholm being in world class come true (Pia, Strategist of 
Communications). 

 
In the quote below the picture a Strategist of Communications, Pia, refers 
to the year 2007, just after the municipal council decided to establish 
Vision 2030 as a steering document for the city. The decision was due to 
a growing population, or as Pia expresses it:  
 

How can we continue to deliver a world class service 20 years from now 
when we are so many more citizens, and when the demands and needs 
change and develop? People live longer. We get more elderly people with 
different needs. We get more citizens with different ethnic backgrounds. 
The result is high demands on our organisation. It is about quality of life 
(Pia). 

 
This was what the leaders discussed before the concrete work of 
formulating Vision 2030 started. Based in world surveillance a very 
active phase took place. Representatives from the city, from organisations 
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and from public authorities in the region were involved in this effort. An 
implementation plan took form, and for the first time in the city’s history 
it should be fully web based, even if verbal dialogs also were regarded as 
important issues for implementing the vision in daily routines. The 
content in Vision 2030 is divided in four groups that are presented below. 

Content in Vision 2030 
Multifaceted and rich in experiences 
This part of the vision focuses on opportunities of work, education and 
management. The city offers many different environments, including 
lakes and other waters. Stockholm is described as being famous for the 
experiences it offers and it is presented as a multifaceted city.   

Innovative and growing 
Stockholm is portrayed as an innovative and growing centre in the region 
of Mälardalen. Many management companies situate their offices, 
research and development actions in the city. Activities like education 
and knowledge are focused there. The city is described as a place for 
international meetings. Innovations are described as being essential for a 
durable city.  

Stockholm belongs to the citizens 
The citizens are at focus in this group. Features like democracy, safety 
and service based on freedom to choose are discussed. Growing older 
will be safe and active. The range of places to live will be rich and the 
city will not have any physical and social barriers. The system for 
transport shall be good.  

Vision and reality 
The vision is illustrated as a strategic commitment in which regional 
cooperation shall be strengthened. Collaboration with business 
management and politics that promote durable growth are important. It is 
said that the city and the region have good circumstances for international 
cooperation. Competition between cities is tough and this is why the 
vision promotes marketing Stockholm as “The Capital of Scandinavia”. 
Finally spectacular projects with lots of content together with other actors 
are regarded as important. It makes the vision visible and it works as 
symbols for “the future Stockholm” (Vision2030). 
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Purpose of Vision 2030 
In an interview I ask Pia what she regards as the dream scenario in 
relation to Vision 2030. She answers that: 

The dream vision is that it should feel natural for everyone working in the 
city that we have a vision and that the vision is a Stockholm of world 
class. That she as an individual shall be involved in the discussions so 
much that the own engagement, the own motivation [makes her want too 
act according to Vision 2030]… thus that she acts according to the vision 
in the daily work. That it feels completely natural to reflect on one’s own 
work as if she really wants it to be world class for the citizens in today’s 
Stockholm and in tomorrow’s. That it is something she carries with her 
today (Pia). 

 
The purpose with the Vision is that: 

A person employed in the city of Stockholm shall regard it as natural that 
he contributes to a world class Stockholm in the future, but here and now 
as well. What he does today affects the children around them tomorrow as 
well. He can see the interplay between parents and other activities in the 
city; that he contributes (Pia). 

 
In the quote Pia metaphorically describes Vision 2030 as a portrait, 
painted with a broad brush. The employees are expected to pencil in the 
details, thus to formulate what it means for them and for the tasks they 
are responsible for. It is about increasing knowledge about the 
individual’s contribution to the whole.  
 
In short, Vision 2030 is about building a world class city for an 
increasing population. This shall be done together and every individual 
in the organisation has a personal responsibility to engage in this work.  
 
A world class city to be employed and work in is not mentioned in the 
Vision. I suggest that responsible leaders implement such a perspective in 
future works. If the vision included work environments of world class, 
and made this perspective a part of future surveys (shaping employees’ 
knowledge of what a world class workplace would be for them), they 
would increase their own attractiveness as employers, as well as 
employees views of their own significance, i.e. they, as employees, are 
worth shaping world class work environments for.  
   The together modules are the explored web tools/virtual leadership 
strategy. They operate on the Intranet in order to enhance the 
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implementation process of Vision 2030.12

The together modules 

 These devices are described in 
the chapter below.  

The together modules consist of small videos, illustrations, pictures, 
interactive questions and surveys.13

  While module 1 is an introduction, numbers 2 to 4 present general areas 
and activities in the city. In module 5 these general delineations are 
compressed and picture local levels. Modules 6 and 7 are directed only to 
leaders and discusses leader issues.  

 The first together module begins with 
a small video where the city’s Chief Executive Officer, Irene Svenonius, 
presents herself and Vision 2030. She says that Stockholm must adjust to 
a growing population. Following this the viewer is requested to guess to 
what extent the population is expected to enlarge in the next 20 years. 
Dependent on the viewer’s answer, Svenonius gives a specific comment. 

   An often used concept in the modules is “together”. Employees’ 
personal responsibility to strive towards Vision 2030 in their daily work 
is emphasised. Still, it is said that this must be accomplished together 
with leaders and colleagues. It is about developing workplaces and 
activities in a similar way and toward the same goals.  
   Vision 2030 focuses on togetherness, but the individual has a personal 
responsibility to strive towards the ambitions in the vision. Svenonius 
says that: 

To achieve the vision we, every single one of us, must work in the 
visions’ spirit; goal oriented and structured in our daily work. Every one 
of us must think about how the work we do contributes to a Stockholm of 
world class (Svenonius).  

 

She also enlightens the together modules’ interactive role, by saying that:                                         

It gives me an opportunity to get information about what you think of 
how the vision’s realisation works in the organisation, and it gives me 

                                                 
12 The together modules are produced on CDs as well, but primarily they shall be used 
interactively on the Intranet.  
13 A sense of what the together modules really are is given at 
http://www.stockholm.se/OmStockholm/framtidens-stockholm/Vision-2030/ where 
videos similar to the ones in the modules are shown and similar interfaces are used even if 
music, content and structures differ from the together modules. 
 

http://www.stockholm.se/OmStockholm/framtidens-stockholm/Vision-2030/�
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feedback about what I can do in my daily task to improve the support in 
the realisation (Svenonius). 

 
To sum up, the together modules are web based tools that are utilised as 
a virtual leader strategy in order to implement Vision 2030 in a similar 
way to every employee in the city. The modules aim to be interactive.  
 
 
Now, in order to fulfil the purpose of this thesis it is time to explore my 
empirical results through the lenses of my theory. First I describe 
opinions about the together modules and Vision 2030. Thereafter I 
present driving forces to work with the together modules and Vision 
2030. Then coordination of work with the together modules, including 
leader practices are described. 
   So far I base the empirical outcomes and analysis in my interview 
results. The survey illumination begins with a numerical presentation.  
Thereafter I describe meanings of trust. Then a number of themes that I 
found in the questionnaires are presented. The themes are: experienced 
work situation, apprehensions of time, view of financial issues, computer 
access, technological equipment and physical room space, development 
and standardizations, interests and discussions, clarifications of benefits 
and feelings of belonging.  
   Finally, in my presentation of future works I will present a theoretical 
cultural model which I aim to develop in my PhD thesis.   
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Interview results 

In order to fulfil the thesis’ intention, I structure the presentation and 
analysis according to the purpose. Circumstances at local workplaces is 
not analysed as a caption per se. Rather it will be immanent in the other 
perspectives.   

Opinions of Vision 2030 and the together modules  

Well, it is about the activities, about understanding it and I think that 
many [employees] do not even understand our organisation, and it is 
difficult if you have not understood how our organisation looks. It is very 
important to understand the whole, our unit. We know [name of boss] but 
persons who work in the districts house for directions, what do they do? 
The administration… I think that is unclear for many (Elin, receptionist at 
a care unit for the elderly).  

 
This quote encapsulates Elin’s view of the purpose of the together 
modules. For her it is about understanding ‘the whole’ in the 
organisation. Her interpretation of this correlates with Pia’s (strategic 
communication specialist in the city of Stockholm), who has been 
involved with and responsible for this work from the beginning. For Pia a 
vision is painted with a large brush. She says that all people who work in 
Stockholm must paint the contours and formulate what the vision means 
for their responsibilities, so that they increase knowledge of the 
individual’s contribution to the whole. Despite the correlation it seems 
like the contours are not painted in Elin’s case, since “it is obvious… it is 
the best and then we have moved on. We did not have any major 
discussions [about the vision and its content]” (Elin). She says it is very 
important to discuss activities and how they treat the elderly and each 
other, but she does not connect this work with Vision 2030. Indeed, she 
says she has not even heard about it. For Elin, making sense of the 
content in Vision 2030 is not relevant, rather it is integrated in her 
ordinary tasks. She regards the content as obvious information and she 
‘moves on’.  
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  Employees work with the together modules at this workplace. 
Conversations are held that fits in the vision, but they are not connected 
to it. The conversations concern local issues. In this case connections 
between Vision 2030 and local work activities should be clarified.  
  A similar need is revealed in an interview with Malin, who works as a 
pedagogue with small children at a childcare unit. She says that: 

We have done these modules, and I think the last one was a little more 
exciting and appealing to me because it was about preschool, about 
development, good environments and good cooperation. I certainly agree 
and I think that in our unit we have really lifted these issues. We work 
very much to follow our values and this work draw parallels with Vision 
2030 (Malin).  

 
For Malin, ease in identifying with the presented content in the modules 
gives this work meaning. It makes sense to her because it appeals to her 
and her work, and because she agrees with the content. In this case 
feelings of identification and connection with distributed content affect 
what sense the explored virtual leader strategy makes to the receiver.  
   Malin has a positive attitude towards mediating information through the 
web. She thinks this is the best way to communicate Vision 2030 because 
“paper… you read it once but on the web you can rewind and return to it. 
It is good that we get the CD, as well. I think this is the right way to 
communicate with us, absolutely”, she says. However, this view is 
dependent on factors like computer knowledge and computer access, 
which not everyone has.  
   Lisa, who works at a childcare unit, says that she is not very good at 
working with computers. She learns every day, but the computer access is 
limited because: 

We have only one computer that is connected to the Internet, and it is 
shared between two departments. There is always a queue for it. We get 
15 minutes per person to check mail and we do it during our breaks 
(Lisa). 

 
Despite this problem, Lisa thinks her computer based tasks work.  
   At her workplace they have done the together modules individually. 
She does not think the tasks give her so much. She says that “I am 
looking, but it feels that we are not there. It is so big”. The purpose with 
the modules is about discussing the content, she says, but at her 
workplace the discussions have been wide, mostly focusing on the fact 
that they shall do the modules, not about the content. It is likely that this 
affects Lisa’s shaping of meaning towards the vision and the modules. 
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Even if the purpose is to discuss the content, it seems to be a task that is 
expected to be done, just because it is said so. In such a context the 
explored leader strategy hardly makes any sense for Lisa.  
   In Lisa’s case there is a lack of computer access and of time to work 
with the together modules. Indeed the employees are obligated to do it in 
their spare time, but she does not regard this as a problem. For another of 
my respondents, Mohammed, who works with home care for the elderly, 
lack of time and computer access is a problem. He says:  

How should we have time to sit by a computer half an hour or 15 minutes 
every day? We have two computers and they might be occupied. We do 
not have time to wait until they are finished. Therefore, I feel I little 
sceptical. We do not have enough time (Mohammed).  

 
In Mohammed’s opinion lack of time and computer access are regarded 
as obstacles for working with the together modules.  
   Lisa and Mohammed have different standpoints concerning limited 
computer access. One of them regards it as a problem, but the other does 
not. Maybe their standpoints are coloured by their work cultures? Lisa 
works with children. They are born in an era in which Information 
Technology is an essential part of their daily lives. For persons who work 
in such a context a lack of computer access for adult tasks might not be 
perceived as a problem. Computers are still present in the cultural 
environment; in children’s lifeworlds, in activities, in conversations, in 
computer games and so on. Lack of computer access might not be so 
obvious. On the other hand, Mohammed works with elderly people in 
their homes. In his daily routines it is likely that computers and computer 
usage are vague. The cultural environments have no “natural” presence of 
technology. In his cultural environments the lack becomes very obvious.    
   A problem with room space was revealed in an ethnographic 
observation I did during the visit at the meeting place for Mohammed and 
his colleagues. 

We enter a room where they usually work in groups with the together 
modules. A big round table fills the floor. In two of the corners a 
computer with 17 inch screens is placed on a one person metallic table 
with a chair in front of it. The wall between the computer corners is filled 
by a White Board. The boss of this workplace tells me that when they are 
working with the together modules eight persons gather around one of the 
two computers. It would have been easier if we had a projector instead of 
letting eight persons share one computer, but we do not have any money 
to buy it, this leader says (author’s observation).   
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The time issue is solved since they get one hour to do this work and they 
do it in groups, however, according to Mohammed, it has not resulted in 
any discussions. He says that:  

Maybe we do not talk about it. You have your own thoughts and your 
own world when you arrive at work in the morning. You chat a little; give 
some information about the elderly. Actually we do not talk so much. 
After working with the modules nothing happened [about the together 
modules and Vision 2030] (Mohammed). 

 
Mohammed has thought about it a bit, but afterwards it was the same as 
before, he says. So in this case it seems like the modules did not have any 
developing effects for the workplace.  
   Karin works at the same care centre for the elderly as Elin who was 
presented earlier. For Karin the content in the together modules is 
relevant, but “first you need circumstances, and then you need visions. Of 
course we want to provide the elderly with world class care, but I do not 
know if this is the best way to do it. The vision is very nice, but the 
modules…”, Karin says. The thought behind the together modules was 
that they should constitute a spring board for forthcoming work, “but it 
has not been this way”, she adds. It has been more like “do the modules 
and learn what they say”.  
   In the prior presentation it was suggested that connection between 
Vision 2030 and the local workplace should be clarified. Karin has a 
similar opinion, saying that “it should be adjusted to our specific 
activities if we shall be able to integrate it in our thoughts”. Limited time 
is not the main problem for Karin. Rather it is lack of perceived value for 
her workplace. She says that “maybe it is not so much time issues. It is 
more that it must contribute with something to our workplace. I think 
they have wasted this money”. 
 
To sum up, Vision 2030 and the together modules are governed in 
various ways, from group work at a meeting to individual work at breaks.    
   Discussions about quality of activities are regarded as important. So 
are perceived value for the local workplace and agreements with the 
contents. One opinion is that Vision 2030 should be adjusted to specified 
activities.  
   Technological dependency probably affects results of Vision 2030 due 
to lack of computer access and lack of technological equipment. 
   Circumstances that probably affect the explored work are time issues 
and limited physical room space.  
   Ease in identifying with virtual distributed information affects 
sensemakings. 
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   Cultural environments might affect views of inadequate computer 
access. Regardless of computer access for adult tasks in childcare, it 
occurs in the culture due to the presence in children’s lifeworlds in 
activities, in conversations, in computer games and so on. Among elderly 
people computer use is more often absent in daily lifeworlds. In such an 
environment lack of computer access becomes more obvious.  

Driving forces to taking part in the work with the 
together modules and Vision 2030 
 

Honestly I can say, pling plong… there it came clear to me (Ingela, leader 
at a childcare unit). 

 
The quote is from an interview with Ingela and refers to a lecture given 
by Deputy Major of Stockholm, Carina, at a meeting directed towards all 
leaders in Norrmalm’s district.14

Management of world class is much about schools and preschools. One 
thing is to think about advantages and effective traffic, but leaders and 
employees whom management wishes to attract will ask: how is it in the 
preschools? How good are the schools and how safe is it (Carina)? 

 In her presentation Carina says that the 
aim with the lecture is to mediate that the vision is not anything 
extraordinary. The presentation is about clarifying the vision in relation to 
daily activities at the local workplaces. After this contextualisation she 
describes why quality in each workplace is important for Stockholm in 
general. As an example she says that: 

 
The positive opinion towards the speech of Carina is shared by Gunilla, 
who is a high level leader in this city district. She says that:  

She managed to give meaning to what I am doing at my department. She 
conveyed that we are part of a community; that we are there and that we 
all are included in this work (Gunilla). 

 
In the quote above Gunilla says that mediated feelings of belonging to a 
bigger community through local work activities gives meaning to Vision 
2030. Through connections this leadership strategy makes sense to her. 
Again we find an example in which identification and feelings of 
belonging increase shapings of meaning. This association between Vision 
                                                 
14 Carina is presented with her real name. She has agreed to this.  
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2030 in local contexts and the city in general increases willingness to 
implement this work. The other way around is important as well. 
Clarifying how implementation of Vision 2030 in local work contexts 
benefits the city as a whole entity constitutes a driving force to work with 
it, due to the experienced togetherness with ‘the whole’. 
   Ingela, who is quoted in the beginning of this chapter, tells me that she 
reused the presentation of Carina to implement the vision among her 
employees. She says that: 

I used some of Carina’s pictures at a meeting with my employees. I 
showed them, I tried to copy her presentation and I gave them my own 
interpretation of the mission. Then it came clear to them. Again… pling, 
pling, pling. It is this link, not to the vision, but to why it is important 
today. If this is important in 2030, how should we… how should I act 
today? It is this link to management that Carina made so clear (Ingela).  

 
Clarity of why and how they are obligated to work with the together 
modules and Vision 2030 enhance willingness to do this work. Therefore, 
such elucidations can be regarded as driving forces to engage in this 
leader strategy. This is probably related to sensemakings. When people 
know why a task shall be done it is more likely to make sense to them. 
On the other hand, this sensemaking is affected of agreements. If the 
individual disagrees with the given ‘why’ it is probable that it does not 
make sense to her/him despite the mediated knowledge of ‘why’.  
   Sofia is an employee at a childcare unit. Below she describes a daily 
routine:  

We open at 7.30 and we meet the children either outside or inside, 
depending on the weather. We are out until 9.30 when we start working 
with projects. Around 10 we eat fruit and have a gathering with all the 
children. At half past ten we have lunch. When the children sleep we have 
our brakes. During this time we shall clean up, do documentation work 
and sometimes we have time for reflections among the educationalists. 
Then in the afternoon the children end for the day and employees end as 
well. At the end of the day we do some cleaning (Sofia)..   

 
It is obvious that work days at this unit are busy which probably affects 
their practical work with the together modules and Vision 2030, but it 
does not affect willingness of adaption. The respondent says that:  

I don’t think anybody here does not want to use them [the together 
modules]. I want to, but there is so much focus on other things. There are 
so many things we do, so this might not have the highest priority (Sofia).  
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Despite the described obstacle this respondent thinks everybody at her 
workplace wants to facilitate this work. One reason for this can be that 
Vision 2030 correlates with their other steering documents that they work 
a lot with, or as she expresses it: 

I think we work very much with our values and to follow our steering 
documents that I think go hand in hand with Vision 2030 (Sofia). 

 
In this case recognition and ease in identifying with other already 
integrated obligations, as well as with cultural aspects like values, is a 
driving force to work with the together modules and Vision 2030. This 
suggestion is supported by Sofia’s claim that: 

I think we do it all the time in our work if you regard that our mission is 
to form good citizens. It is about quality of life, about life sustainability. 
You do this for the future (Sofia).  

 
Children (the future) are at focus at Sofia’s workplace. This makes it is 
easy to integrate a long-term vision in the work and thinking. When 
working with children the task in itself becomes a driving force to adapt a 
vision. In contrast, Tina, a leader working in a care unit for mature 
citizens says “well, I think like this… we will not be alive by then”. This 
respondent feels unsecure about this form of elderly care as well. She 
says that: 

It is not easy to think of the vision. It is very difficult to imagine; how will 
this kind of service look? It is 20 years until 2030. Let’s say… what if I 
would like this service. I don’t even think it exists. I don’t think so. 
Maybe I will have to show something at the computer? This is my home. 
Can you help me (Tina)? 

 
The respondent quoted above is critical towards the together modules and 
Vision 2030 in general. She describes a work situation where employees 
do not want to do computer based work and take part in meetings. They 
regard cleaning and shopping as the actual ‘real’ work. Other tasks, like 
the together modules and Vision 2030, is not regarded as a real job 
among the staff, according to this respondent. In this case content of work 
and imagined view of the year 2030 are driving forces not to work with 
the together modules and Vision 2030.   
  
It is shown that clarifications of benefits at a local and general level 
along with why and how employees are obligated to work with the 
together modules and Vision 2030 constitute driving forces to work with 
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this virtual leader strategy. Feelings of belonging are driving forces to 
engage in the together modules and Vision 2030. Correlation with other 
steering documents and with cultural aspects, like values, increases 
adaption willingness. Recognition and ease in identifying with other 
already integrated obligations are driving forces to do this work. In 
childcare the content of work activities in them becomes a driving force 
to adapt a vision. Care of elderly has contradictory effects.  
   Identification and feelings of belonging are presented as carriers of 
meaning. So are motivating explanations that tells ‘why’ a task shall be 
done, but the latter kind of sensemaking is probably affected by 
agreements from the receiver.  

Coordination of work with the together modules 

It has been everything from enacting a whole unit in a computer hall at an 
administration department so everybody can do this work at the same 
time too… we have made sure that users can do group registrations. Then 
the boss registers afterwards how many [employees] took part. (…)They 
look at the questions and follow the process together. (…) Then they 
assemble all employees, at the same occasion, and get an opportunity to 
discuss what this means for us. What is world class for us, on our 
preschool or at our school? What is this actually about (Pia, Strategist of 
Communications)?  

This quote is Pia’s answer to my question if leaders have used any 
concrete methods to support employees in the work with the together 
modules and Vision 2030. She pictures group work as coordination 
among leaders and employees. Sofia, employee at a childcare unit, 
suggests that someone from the ‘outside’ should challenge them to shape 
focus groups, or as she expresses it:  

I think that somehow it should be a work group for the preschool 
concerning [Vision] 2030. They would be some sort of pilots. There are 
so many tasks today. We have many focus groups so there has not been… 
I have not felt I need to create another one. It must come from somewhere 
else outside from us, as an assignment (Sofia).  

 
Circumstances in which tight daily routines affect the work with Vision 
2030 is illuminated in the quote above, but Sofia says that:  
 

We get time to do it. We shall act so everybody… well, it is important 
that everybody does this work because somewhere it is registered that we 
actually do it (Sofia). 
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In Sofia’s opinion, coordination of the explored work needs to be 
enhanced, and this should be realised by someone outside the actual work 
context. Her standpoint is based in circumstances at the workplace, for 
example limited time and the number of other tasks.   
   Karl is a civil servant at an administrative department. He says that they 
have undertaken the explored task in a group. They coordinate the work 
together due to an ambition to inspire dialogue among employees. This 
practice has encountered an obstacle in the registration function. Karl 
says that “it was impossible. We logged in on [leaders name] identity. 
Doing this we could not answer questions as a group. It was registered in 
her name only”. In this case the chosen coordination method fell into a 
registration pitfall that is caused by lack of communication between 
responsible leaders for Vision 2030 and the users at this administrative 
department. These civil servants obviously did not know that the boss 
shall report who took part in the group work afterwards. This has 
implications for Karl’s view of their coordination strategy.  
   For Amanda, who is a leader for a care unit for the elderly, coordination 
of work with the together modules and Vision 2030 in groups is utilised 
in order to increase interest. She says that: 

From the second [module] I think we did it. For the first [module] I don’t 
think so many had… no, it took such a long time to do that. There are so 
many reasons not to do it, so then we started… I am not sure but I think it 
was from the second [module] we started to do it in groups. Then it 
became a totally different thing. Then it was interesting to answer certain 
questions (Amanda). 

 
In this case it seems like the togetherness group work offers increased 
interest. Following this, it is likely that this coordination strategy affects 
people’s sensemaking because interest inspires thinking, and thinking 
increases potential to shape meanings that make sense for the individual 
and for the work context.  
   So far we have noticed that inspiring discussions and increasing interest 
are reasons to coordinate this work in groups. Marta, who is an employee 
at a care unit for the elderly, describes circumstances that lead to another 
coordination strategy. She says that:  
 

It is good with cooperation, but we have done this work then and then and 
then and then. To sit down and take the time to really understand… we 
did not have this time. (…) This is a pity because I would like to calmly 
sit down but… (Marta).  
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According to the description, employees at this unit are required by 
circumstances to do this work individually. Marta and her colleagues try 
to coordinate the task by covering ordinary work for each other. Lack of 
time hinders reflections as well. Marta says that if she had time to sit 
down and work with the modules, she:  

 
Would think a little more… reflect and maybe give some suggestions 
because it is interesting. It is interesting but one wonders; will it be that 
way [as the vision says]? Will it be that way (Marta)?   

 
A problem emanating from time limitation is opportunities to be 
interactive. Marta would like to give some suggestions, but she lacks 
reflection time to formulate her thoughts. Both the lack of reflection time 
and the lack of influence might reduce her sensemaking opportunities, 
because it makes it more difficult to adjust the content in Vision 2030 in 
to her own reality. How can a person make sense of information when the 
work situation hinders assimilation of the content? I do not suggest that 
group work gives ‘better’ opportunities to make sense than individual 
work. There might be strengths in individual work that have not been 
revealed in this analysis. I just claim that group versus individual work 
probably offers different circumstances to make sense of a virtual leader 
strategy, and that time issues might hinder sensemakings.  
   Kerstin works at the same care home for the elderly as Amanda and 
Marta. She is responsible for the implementation process of Vision 2030 
and uses of the together modules. She says that the first module was done 
in groups. Thereafter they used the CD because it felt more comfortable 
for employees than searching for the modules on the Intranet. Kerstin 
says that “during the years it has been… they [the staff] sign a list. Then I 
can see that most employees have done the modules one by one on the 
Intranet”.  
 
To sum up, coordination of work with the together modules and Vision 
2030 differ among workplaces. Some work in groups while others do it 
individually. Covering ordinary work for each other is one coordination 
strategy found in the interview results.  
   Coordination of work and time issues affect opportunities to make sense 
of the explored virtual leader strategy. 

Leader practices and governing of the together modules  
 
I was supposed to meet Pia outside the railway station. I waited and threw 
a glance at my watch. In a few minutes the meeting will start. My phone 
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rings. I answer and she tells me she is just a little late. When she arrives 
we rush to the meeting and she starts her speech at once.  

I am so glad to be here. I have been here before, when Anneli was a boss. 
I visited a forum with leaders from all units and talked about Vision 2030 
and about what we shall do together. Now I have understood that you 
work a lot with planning your activities; that you want to increase your 
knowledge of background and purposes with the vision and about how 
you can transform it in to your activities so it becomes pleasant and 
engaging (Pia, Strategist of Communications). 

 
This event was in October 2009, just in the beginning of my research 
process. I had been invited to take part in a meeting among salaried 
employees who work with funding for elderly care and listen to a 
presentation on Vision 2030. After the introduction presented above I am 
requested to present myself and my reason for taking part in the meeting. 
Pia overlaps my presentation, saying that: 

We hope this work gives input to the whole city’s work, how we actually 
use the modules and computers as one way to do this work more concrete 
and really steer activities towards the vision (Pia).  

 
Indirectly at this meeting my research is presented as one way leaders 
implement Vision 2030. In this situation the together modules 
functionality as a virtual leader strategy becomes secondary, in relation to 
face to face information at a meeting. This view is common. Pia describes 
how they, as responsible for the project, have worked. She says that: 

When we have done the work you are going to do in the near future, we 
have discussed each activity. Why shall we continue having the 
advertisement? We are reflecting on the purposes with advertisements. 
We are doing surveys among readers. Then it is always about what is our 
mission towards the citizens of Stockholm (Pia). 

 
What is pictured here is a strategy where virtual work is promoted by 
“real life work”. This non-web based strategy to enhance virtual work is 
also put into play by Sarah, who is a top leader in one district of 
Stockholm. In an interview I ask her if the together modules’ web based 
form affects her leadership methods. She answers that it makes the job 
easier and it is cheap since you can do it without allocating time and 
energy. Still, if a leader does not want to work with the together modules, 
it is easy not to do it. Therefore, I need to follow up that the work is done, 
she continues. She says that:  
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I invite them in groups, or I visit them and discuss how they have worked, 
where in the process they are. Before this visit I send them some 
questions. If they have not done anything they get a week to do it (Sarah).  

 
For these leaders, web based strategies are complemented with face to 
face meetings and discussions. For Sarah, there is a time aspect as well 
since she gives her subordinated leaders one week to undertake work that 
has not yet been done.  
   One reason for Sarah’s choice of strategy is the content of the modules. 
When I ask her if she sees any difficulties with the together modules she 
says that it is not engaging enough for the concrete work. “You need to 
lift it up on the agenda, talk about it and return to it all the time”, she 
says. This can be regarded as an explicit search for sensemaking. If a 
leader strategy is not engaging enough for the concrete work it might be 
difficult to regard it as meaningful. Why put effort in to tasks that lack 
effects for the concrete work? However, Sarah suggests a way to create 
meaning. This can be done by keeping information ‘alive’ on the daily 
agenda.  
   Maybe cultural features could be used to enhance sensemakings of the 
work, for example discussions of values at the local workplace related to 
the vision? Are there any similarities and if so, how can they be used to 
promote Vision 2030? Such an approach might increase feelings of 
identification and thereby make the vision more concrete. How concrete 
the vision is for daily routines affects sensemakings of it.   
   Sarah says that the together modules are technologically easy to use, it 
does not cost anything to use them and they are fast. Subordinated leaders 
do not agree with the view that the modules is not time consuming. 
Marie, who is a leader for a childcare unit, responsible for 63 children, 
says that: 

It has annoyed us a little bit. It takes half an hour to do each module and 
that time we must take from our planning time or from the children. We 
do not feel we have this time (Marie).  

 
Time is an important issue for Marie. When she has specific time for this 
task, for example in group work with other leaders, she thinks it is okay. 
Otherwise she regards it as fun and motivating, but not necessary. Despite 
the fact that it is an obligatory mission to work with the together modules 
and Vision 2030, it gives her bad conscious to use time for this task. She 
is critical of the way it is implemented; that it comes completely from 
leaders above her in the organisation. She does not need this work for 
motivation, but maybe others need it, she says. This standpoint is 
coloured by old sensemakings. Marie feels motivated by prior 
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experiences and knowledge. This is what gives her meaning which the 
vision does not. This hinders her willingness to engage in the work with 
the vision. Maybe her inspiration would increase if she got the 
opportunity to recreate old meanings and base them in the vision? This 
could be done through practical implications. Marie says that “I do not 
think it is the best way to do it”. When I ask Marie what would be the 
best way she says:  

To give people higher salaries and more money to do the activities so we 
will not need to rush like an idiot when we lack staff. Every year we are 
prevented from buying new things. We have a tighter economy. We are 
not allowed to hire substitute staff and it is a very stressful job. What is 
needed is more money for childcare, instead of this kind of stunt (Marie).  

 
The standpoint suggests that old sensemakings which hinder the vision 
could be reshaped into new ones by practical enhancements of her work 
environment and its circumstances. Of course this is easier said than done 
since the practical implication is about finances.  
   From Marie’s perspective it is probable that my suggestion is subjective 
and prioritizes leaders. Maybe Marie wants to keep her old sensemakings 
and fit new missions in to these meanings, rather than the other way 
around? This is a dilemma. If movement toward the same goals in 
different areas of activities in such a big organisation as the city of 
Stockholm shall be reachable, individual sensemakings might hinder the 
process. On the other hand, employees are humans with rights to their 
own sensemakings. So the question that needs to be asked is to what limit 
leaders are obligated to mark sensemakings that affect the goal of a 
leadership strategy?    
   Marie regards the together modules as an extra task that must be done, 
but that is not necessary. In her critical opinion non-virtual methods to 
enhance this web based leadership strategy are revealed. She says that:  

Our leaders say; you have to do this. They have control. Today my boss 
asked me how many of your staff teams have done the last module. I 
know that only one of four departments have done it, due to lack of time, 
because we have lots of documentation work at our meetings (Marie).  

 
The lack of time Marie describes is not connected to the technological 
dependency the together modules include. The usability was good. It was 
done very quickly and easily, she says. Rather limited time is connected 
to the project per se and her own lack of motivation. Indeed she says that 
if she was obliged to work with Vision 2030 and this was done with face 
to face information meetings it would be even worse than the web based 
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form because the modules offer flexibility. You can choose when to do it. 
If a person informs you about it, a meeting must be held and time given 
to this.  
   About the content in the together modules, Marie says that:  

The content [of the modules]… we did not discuss the content. You do it 
by yourself or the last one we did in group, and the content was good 
because people speak beautifully of their activities and that can be 
inspiring, but it does not give me anything in practice (Marie). 

 
Marie appreciates the content in the together modules, because people 
valued their activities. This was inspiring for her, but the described high 
value should be connected to concrete reality, to practice. Otherwise it 
does not make sense to her. In this case, the explored leader strategy 
would benefit from building links between cultural aspects like values 
and experienced reality.  
   The discussion so far reveals that the explored virtual leader strategy 
needs to be complemented with face to face interactions, even if the 
virtual form offers suitable flexibility. It also constitutes a picture where 
time factors in work situations affect the success or non-success of this 
web based leadership strategy. So does sensemakings and/or sense 
unmaking, as well as cultural aspects. For Marie, motivation and lack of 
it is an influential factor.  
   One reason for Marie’s critical view is financial. She would prefer if 
her leaders ventured money to salaries and activities, rather than on the 
together modules and Vision 2030. This viewpoint is also revealed in 
another interview with Tina, a leader at a care unit for the elderly. She 
says that: 

It has been very tough for us this year because the money has governed 
very much, and then you cannot make all these visions and dreams come 
true (Tina).  

 
In an interview with Cathrine, who is a leader for four preschool units, 
another view of financial issues was revealed. She wants to work with the 
together modules and Vision 2030. For her it is integrated into the daily 
routines. She says that: 

We have the circumstances every day to think Vision 2030 for our 
children. They will soon be there and then we must have prepared them. 
We must offer activities that give them benefits so they can function in 
life… that they shall feel pleasure. I think we have that, with or without 
money. […] As adults we have a responsibility to provide the very best 
for the children, based in the situation they live in (Cathrine).  
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This positive viewpoint is reflected in her willingness to work with the 
together modules. For her ‘do not want to’ does not exist. It is a specified 
mission so it is natural that she shall realise this work, she says. She 
regards the together modules as an opportunity to widen employees’ 
perspectives. Cathrine thinks the together modules are valuable to gather 
employees around, to give them time to think forward and maybe even 
more; to reflect upon ‘what I do today means something for tomorrow’. 
To take that time to be at a standstill and think about this fact. Catherine’s 
employees get reflection time once a week.  
   It seems like leaders’ attitudes towards the purpose of the explored 
virtual strategy in relation to their experienced reality affects their choice 
of strategy. For Marie, Vision 2030 is an annoying task that takes time 
from other activities, while Cathrine integrates her time aspects in daily 
routines. For her, ‘now’ carries meaning for the future. She prioritises 
reflection time. For her the together modules and Vision 2030 is not an 
extra task. She utilises web based work as a way to ‘keep focused’, to talk 
about and to give attention to the work of tomorrow. This result suggests 
that Vision 2030 is a source for inspiration or frustration while real life 
strategies have superior meaning.  
   In an interview with Susanne, who is a leader at a childcare unit, 
discussions concerning the together modules and Vision 2030 are 
embedded in a prior and general description that pictures the vast 
influence of work culture and daily routines. To contextualise I present 
our conversation.  
   The interview with Susanne starts with a description of an ordinary day 
with the children.  

When the children arrive in the morning we welcome them outside. The 
educationalist’s work days are related to the children’s so that we have a 
good crew. Before lunch the routines differ depending on which day it is. 
Mondays and Fridays the educationalists have reflection time. We divide 
ourselves into groups. The other days we work with projects. We eat 
around eleven o’clock. There after the children sleep and the 
educationalists have a recess. After this the challenges continue. We work 
in groups and we think about good quality in activities (Susanne). 

 
In the quote Susanne mentions challenging the children. This is also 
included in her leadership strategy towards her employees. She wants to 
challenge them by asking questions like: what are these individuals’ 
competences? I see this talent. How do I help this employee to succeed in 
her/his missions? Furthermore, Susanne’s description inspired me to ask 
what good quality means in this childcare unit. Susanne says that: 
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Our foundation is the children. What shall we give them that correlates 
with our curriculum? We work with a philosophy called Reggio Emilia. 
This is where we get our inspiration, so when we say good quality in 
activities we assemble these terms and work in a manner that enhances 
the children’s competences. They are allowed to do their own choices. 
They shall be involved and sometimes be allowed to govern their own 
day. This is done with the thought of personal development (Susanne). 

 
In order to reach this high quality, Susanne’s employees are her most 
important tool. Susanne claims that her main task is to give her staff the 
best circumstances to do their chores. This high quality thinking is 
reflected in her strategic choice of communication form. She uses web 
based communications when she needs to decide times for meetings or 
just to get in contact. No pedagogical issues are discussed in e-mail form. 
For Susanne, it is important that she is represented at meetings. Not until 
everybody has given the conversed issue a thought does she use the e-
mail. This way of leading has coloured Susanne’s work with the together 
modules and Vision 2030. Implementing this in her work unit she has 
used:  

All available channels. We have talked about it at meetings with the staff. 
“This is how it looks and this is the form of it”. First I described it in my 
group with leaders and thereafter in staff meetings. Each leader was 
allowed to decide how this work should be organised, since involvedness 
is a part of the vision (Susanne).  

 
In this case, every day thinking and organising is reflected upon in the 
implementation process of Vision 2030. The effect of Susanne’s strategic 
choice is that the implementation practices have differed between 
departments in her units. Some have worked in groups while others have 
completed it individually.     
   Utilising virtual leadership strategies makes computer knowledge and 
computer access among users important. This perspective was endorsed 
in the creation process of the interfaces in the together modules. In this 
phase usability was discussed as well. Pia, Strategist of Communications, 
tells me about this. She says that: 

We always asked the questions: how will this be interpreted? You always 
need to get away from your own perspectives. It can be such simply 
things like scroll menus. So in the development of an interactive language 
we must ask ourselves: how will this be conceived (Pia)? 

 
The quote above enlightens that usability and interface design were 
important issues when the together modules were developed as 
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technological entities. Adding this, user’s computer knowledge was 
focused on at this time. A civil servant, Karl, tells me that the city has 
ventured a large amount of money for this purpose. He says that: 

We had a big project in the city of Stockholm, between the years 2003 
and 2006 in which a very big amount of money was paid in order to 
increase competences among employees, and a big part of this project 
focused on enhancing IT knowledge in all city districts (Karl).  

 
Within strategic practices for enhancing the together modules we find 
factors like reflections upon interface design, usability issues and 
technological education among users.  
 
 
To sum up: 
It has been shown that the together modules as a virtual leader strategy is 
complemented with face to face meetings and discussions. The interview 
with Susanne revealed that work culture and daily routines influence the 
strategic implementation of Vision 2030. 
   Factors like the experienced work situation, apprehension of time, view 
of financial issues, driving forces towards and opinions against working 
with the together modules, affect to what extent the respondents utilise 
the together modules in practice.  
   How concrete the vision is for daily routines affects sensemakings of it. 
It is suggested that meanings can be created by lifting the vision up on 
the daily agenda.  
  Old sensemakings might hinder enhancements of the explored leader 
strategy. This is exemplified by a respondent who gets meanings that 
make sense from her prior experiences and knowledge, but she does not 
find such meanings in the vision. This hinders her willingness to engage 
in this work.    
   Sense unmakings can shape new sensemakings that fits Vision 2030 by 
practical enhancements of work environments and its circumstances. This 
is discussed as a dilemma. If movements towards the same goals in 
different areas of activities in a big organisation shall be reachable 
individual sensemakings might hinder the process. On the other hand, 
employees are humans with rights to their own sensemakings. To what 
limit are leaders obligated to mark sensemakings that affect the goal of a 
leader strategy?   
   It is suggested that cultural features might be useful to enhance 
sensemakings of the work, for example discussions of values at the local 
workplace related to the vision. 
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   In order to make sense, the cultural aspect ‘value’ should be connected 
to concrete practical reality.  
 
 
So far I have presented and interpreted interview results. Below I do the 
same with the survey.  
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Survey results 

Before I discuss and analyse my outcomes in the survey I present its 
numerical results.  

Numerical results in the survey 
The survey resulted in 118 replied questionnaires with various qualities. 
Some respondents had written many thoughts on all questions whereas 
most had answered all questions with few words. A few persons had sent 
in almost unanswered questionnaires. In total the results are informative 
and will give knowledge to assist in fulfilling the purpose of this thesis.  
   To clarify numerical results I divided the questionnaires into graded 
groups, depending on how much willingness they showed to adapt an 
Intranet distributed leader strategy. The categories were: ‘very much’, 
‘want to’ and ‘do not want to’. 
 
In table one below I show how the returned questionnaires are divided 
between the two studied districts. 
 
  Table 1 

District Skärholmen Spånga-Tensta Not mentioned 
Number of 
respondents 

76 36 6 
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Table two shows how willingness to adapt an Intranet based leader 
strategy is divided in Skärholmen and Spånga-Tensta.  
 
  Table 2 

District Skärholmen Spånga-Tensta Not mentioned 
Very much 19 4 1 
Want to 24 9 2 
Do not want 
to 

18 15 2 

No answer 15 8 1 
 
 
In the survey results, certain categories have been revealed. I use these 
categories, or themes, as the basis for analysis. 

Meanings of trust 
 
Below I present four categories concerning views of trust. I also depict 
the meaning of trust in relation to these groupings.15

 
  

I very much want to work with the together modules 
In this category 21 persons trust that this work will lead to a good 
development, one person does not feel this trust while one person does 
not know.  
 
I want to work with the together modules 
Among the respondents who want to work with the together modules, 25 
persons trust that this work will lead to a good development, two persons 
do not feel this trust and two persons maybe feel it. In a comment one of 
the respondents writes that it takes more work from leaders to make the 
vision concrete. Another writes that it might be trustworthy if everybody 
is engaged in this work. Based in the number of employees feeling trust 
and the comments, I suggest leaders concretise Vision 2030 in real life, 
for example through face to face interactions.  
 
 
                                                 
15 During my interview study I had not implemented trust as a theoretical concept. 
Therefore my empirical presentation in a trust perspective is fully based in the survey 
results.  
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Maybe I want to work with the together modules  
In this category one person trusts that this work will lead to a good 
development, five persons do not feel this trust, one person says maybe 
and one does not know.  
   A comment from a respondent who does not feel trust is that there have 
been so many directions and changes, and it has always faded away. 
Another person writes that a good development can be enhanced from 
above (in the organisation), but it must start at local level. Our leader’s 
trust toward their leaders is what we need, one person writes. “It is not 
anchored in our group yet” and “I do not know if the modules can lead to 
a good development in the future” are other comments.  
   One issue revealed here are effects of prior experiences. If employees 
are used to being given directions that do not lead anywhere it is likely 
that trust towards the together modules will be low. So will feelings of 
meaning with ‘the new’. Why use energy to shape meaning and make 
sense of something that probably will fade away? Another issue is that 
for one of the respondents, trust is enhanced by her leader’s trust towards 
their leaders. This should be further investigated in order to create 
knowledge about how trust or non-trust is developed in hierarchical 
social structures.   
 
I do not want to work with the modules 
In this group one person is hesitating in feelings of trust. Eight persons 
feel trust, while 12 do not feel trust. Six persons do not know if they feel 
trust towards the together modules and Vision 2030.  
  One of the persons feels trust on the condition that they can find a 
personal way to work with it, a way that employee experience as honest.  
 
Comments on trust 
One person writes that she maybe feels trust, if Vision 2030 can be 
realised. A view that affects levels of trust is respondents’ opinions about 
their own knowledge. They write that “[I do] probably not [feel trust] as 
little as I know” and “I do not feel enough involved in what it really 
means, maybe in the future”. Another issue that affects levels of trust is 
how well the vision is integrated at the workplace or as a respondent 
expresses it, “it does not feel anchored in our work group right now. I do 
not know if the modules will lead to a positive development in the long-
term”. One person writes that she thinks it is good for work with 
environmental issues, but that social work is too influenced by political 
changes. The level of personal work methods is mentioned by one person, 
saying that: “[I trust it] only if we can find a personal way to work with it 
and that employees experience [it] as honest”. Resources are another 
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issue related to trust, or as a respondent expresses it: “I hope we get the 
resources we need to do a good job for our families, but trust and 
resources are not the same thing”. The virtual presentation form is 
criticised by a respondent who writes that “personal meetings are needed 
to receive trust”.     
 
To sum up, the number of respondents who feel trust is greater among 
those who want to work with the together modules and Vision 2030. 
Consequently, feelings of trust seem to affect willingness to take part in 
the work with the together modules and Vision 2030. However, among 
respondents who do not want to utilise this work, eight of 33 persons still 
feel trust towards it.  
   Features like realisation, knowledge, involvedness, political changes, 
and implementation methods, experienced honesty among employees, 
resources and presentation form are mentioned as influential on trust 
levels among respondents.   
   Prior experiences seem to affect efforts to shape meaning and to make 
sense of them.  
 

Presentation of themes found in the questionnaires 

Experienced work situation 

We are proud of our activities and we want to be seen. 

 
This is a quote of a leader who is responsible for a care unit that has been 
presented as a good example in one of the modules. For her the explored 
leader strategy gives an opportunity to draw positive attention to her work 
unit and it is obvious that she connects it with her own reality. For others 
this link is problematic. One person writes that “it does not feel anchored 
in reality, it is mostly nice words”. A similar opinion is described by a 
respondent who writes that “it feels a little silly with this ambition that is 
not reflected in my daily work. It is stressful and difficult for us to catch 
up”. Another respondent writes that “I think we colleagues apprehend 
these modules as an invention from someone far away from our activities. 
They feel silly”. It seems like images or lack of images of Vision 2030 in 
respondents’ local work cultures affect shapings of meaning and 
sensemakings. Indeed, this leadership strategy, or rather its content, is 
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described as silly by respondents who do not experience such replication. 
Maybe searching cultural features that are common for most local 
workplaces could be a way to reflect the vision in respondents’ 
lifeworlds? Of course this would be a challenge. Do such commonalities 
even exist? Still, the ambition in itself can lead to some reflections at 
some workplaces and thereby strengthen the work with Vision 2030.  
   Despite eventual willingness to adopt the vision, it can be difficult to 
realise it at local workplaces. This is described by a respondent who says 
that “I do not understand how we shall transform the vision into daily 
activities. It takes too long a time to develop details - you get tired of it 
and you forget what it is all about”. Another issue with the explored 
leader strategy is that respondents prefer to prioritise other work tasks. 
One respondent is really angry because he must include computer based 
tasks per se in his work. He writes that: 

Think about how many hours it takes to work with the computer. Instead 
we could give this time to the users of our services, they who need our 
help. Instead we are obligated to read all this shit that is sent to us. 

 
For a person with this view of computer based tasks it is obvious that a 
virtual leadership strategy will face resistance. For him it simply does 
not make any sense to work with computers. What is the point? Why 
offer time on machines when you can give it to users of service? For this 
respondent, the focus on technology instead of humans is an obstacle to 
make sense of the together modules and Vision 2030. Still, this is an 
outstanding expression in my empirical material. Most respondents 
make more subtle distinctions, like the one who writes that “I work with 
people. It takes lots of time to read mail and make documentations. Who 
cares about them, the computers?” In these respondents lifeworlds 
during work day, humans are at focus. They simply do not care about 
technology. An association to progressive work culture is described by a 
respondent who says that “we are constantly working to improve us and 
the activities, but we do this for the users of our services, not because of 
the vision”. An intensive experienced lifeworld is another issue 
affecting the implementation of Vision 2030. This is described with the 
following words by a respondent: 

We live so intensively to solve issues close to us. The quality demands are 
high. Therefore a vision 20 years from now does not feel obvious in our 
work; or rather it is difficult to make it obvious.  

 
One person thinks leaders misdirect their efforts. She writes that “it is 
more important to analyse our work situation and how it affects our 
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users”. Another person writes that “it is unreasonable that I should 
engage in this assignment with my work load”. This feeling of 
experiencing a heavy work load is shared by a respondent who writes 
that:  

As a civil servant there are many tasks to fulfil; Vision 2030 is one of 
them. It is good with visions and thoughts about the future, and to invite 
everybody to take part of this work, but it is not easy to get inspired. 

 
One leader writes that for her employees, work with the modules is 
involved among other tasks they should do. They need to keep updated 
about what will happen and what is expected from them. For her, Vision 
2030 seems to be integrated as a routine among others.  
   Opinions towards the concrete work tasks differ among employees, 
from a description of what they actually do, to a frustrated view of the 
leaders, saying that “it is good for them. They can delegate the work, read 
newspapers and chat with friends. It is us that do the job. They just sit 
down and have a good time”. Some workplaces have really implemented 
the core of the vision in their thoughts. One respondent writes that: 

Sometimes we say that we shall be best in the world. 

The statement should be interpreted for what it is; a vision, not a demand. 
Anyway it exemplifies a discursive effect of the vision. Another 
perspective is environmental, as the quote below mirrors: 

One of the most important meanings of Vision 2030 for the activities at 
our workplace is environmental focused work, for example sorting 
garbage and buying environmental friendly products when shopping.  

 
This respondent describes a concrete effect of the vision. It is probable 
that environmental focused practices affect employees’ work cultures in 
different ways, for example their daily work routines and habits. Adding 
this effect the same respondent writes that they have thought more about 
disability adjustments in general, for example at the movies, in stores, 
toilets, elevators and so on. For this respondent it is likely that the vision 
has implemented thoughts that move beyond him as an employee and 
affected his experienced lifeworlds as a private person as well. If so, 
experienced work cultures should be investigated in relation to other 
cultures, asking questions like: does Vision 2030 affect arenas like home 
cultures, business outside the organisations and so on. Maybe interplays 
between such arenas affect results of this virtual leadership strategy?  
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   “It would be good to do some changes as well” one respondents writes. 
This woman has not experienced any concrete benefits from the together 
modules and Vision 2030 so far. Still, she is positive towards it and she 
trusts that it will “lead to a very good development to do a good job.” 
Another respondent who works as a personal assistant (helping one 
person with disability or illness) expresses that a benefit with Vision 2030 
is developments of more effective and better ways to do the work. She 
thinks of the vision during her work days, she writes. For this woman, it 
has been valuable to work with the together modules collectively with 
colleagues. This might be an effect of a work situation where she is all 
alone as an employee. For her this work gives is an opportunity to meet 
colleagues and to exchange experiences and thoughts with them.   
   One leader writes that an effect of the vision is that they have a clear 
and common goal to strive towards. For her the problem is to transform 
the vision into concrete ways of working since she regards it as a little 
diffuse. This leader writes that they always strive towards enhancements, 
but they do it to increase quality for the users of their services, not 
because of the vision. This perspective is also mentioned by a leader who 
writes that she wants to work with the modules if they are adjusted to 
their reality. This feeling of distance between experienced lifeworlds and 
content in the vision is a common view expressed in the questionnaires.  
   An issue commonly mentioned in the survey results is computer access. 
For example, one person writes that employees who own computers have 
had better circumstances than those who share one computer with their 
work group. Another person writes that 22 employees share one 
computer, and this lack has affected their work with the modules a lot. 
One person describes that at her workplace technology knowledge and 
technology use is undeveloped. In this case we find a concrete connection 
between circumstances in work situation (lack of technology 
knowledge/access) and leadership strategy because this leader has chosen 
that her employees shall not work with the together modules at all. 
Instead all information about the vision is transformed verbally via face 
to face communications.   
   Reflections on visions and their effects are common in the 
questionnaires. Some respondents do not see any effects at all of Vision 
2030, or as a respondent expresses it, “nothing… as far as I know”. This 
quote is an answer to the question of what meanings Vision 2030 has had 
for the workplace and activities. It reveals a common opinion. 15 persons 
out of 33 who do not want to work with the together modules write that 
they have not noticed any effects of the vision at their workplace. It 
seems like the together modules as a leadership strategy have not worked 
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for these respondents. They lack connection to their workcultures and to 
their experienced lifeworlds. One person even describes it as a source of 
annoyance due to its time consuming effects. Another thinks it is 
irritating because it is too much steering in a certain direction.  
   Examples of positive opinions are that Vision 2030 means a lot for 
development, that it is “nice with visions” and that it is “easier and more 
amusing than working with paper”. Still, the same person who writes this 
also claims he does not want to work with the modules because “we have 
returning problems that we strive to solve. We develop our work 
continuously”.  
 
To sum up,Vision 2030 needs to be anchored in daily work cultures and 
in respondents’ experienced lifeworlds. Developing alternative practices, 
for example, encourages non-virtual discussions and can be one way to 
do this.   
   Increased environmental thinking and appreciated time for meeting 
colleagues are positive opinions towards the together modules and Vision 
2030. Insufficient computer access has been described as an obstacle in 
the implementation of work. In one case this affected the choice of 
leadership strategy since the leader used only verbal face to face 
interactions. 
   An intensive ongoing problem solving close to daily activities has been 
mentioned as an obstacle. Stressful work situations are driving forces not 
to use the together modules. Opinions concerning Vision 2030 and the 
together modules are intimately linked to experienced lifeworlds and 
work cultures among respondents.   
   It seems like reflections or non-reflections of Vision 2030 in 
respondents’ work cultures affect shapings of meaning and sensemakings. 
Focus on technology instead of humans is an obstacle to making sense of 
the together modules and Vision 2030.   
   It is suggested that for searching cultural features that are common for 
most local workplaces could be a way to reflect the vision in respondents’ 
lifeworlds.  

Apprehensions of time 
 
Time is a commonly mentioned issue among survey respondents, both 
time perspectives in daily routines and 20 years from now. Willingness to 
work with the together modules is affected by time, or as a woman writes 
“for me it is only a question of time and access”. For this respondent, 
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time issues are more influential than choice of leadership strategy. She 
says that: 

It does not matter how information about Vision 2030 is spread, because 
it is very difficult to give such tasks time in the frame of ordinary 
activities anyway.  

 
This issue, access to time in the daily agenda, is common. Visions are 
regarded as good but “when shall we have time to do these modules”, one 
respondent asks. It takes lots of time and many other activities are going 
on. One respondent writes that lack of time reduces chances to integrate 
the e-mailed information in one’s mind. Stress is also a factor that is 
mentioned, or as a respondent writes “it takes time out of my already 
stressed life. I do not understand how this will benefit my workplace”. It 
seems like sensemaking, or rather lack of it, has a negative impact on 
these respondents’ driving forces to engage in the explored leadership 
strategy. Why use time and increase stress on a task that one does not 
understand how (or if?) it will benefit the work per se and if you do not 
understand potential benefits, how could you make sense of it? 
   In some workplaces they have tried to work together and discuss the 
vision, but “our time for common issues is limited and many things shall 
be implied in this time frame”, one person writes. Still, the time it takes to 
work with the together modules and Vision 2030 is accepted by some 
respondents, who write that “it is fun with a vision, but sometimes it is 
difficult to understand. It needs time” and “it might be good. Let it take 
time”. It seems like a personal interest and amusement (it is fun) are 
driving forces for engagement. Difficulties to understand are expressed, 
but in this case other factors than sensemaking seems to affect potential 
driving forces behind engagement. For the latter respondent, amusement 
and curiosity means more than understanding of benefits. So it seems like 
sensemaking is influential, but other factors affect driving forces as well.    
   So far I have presented views of current time. Opinions concerning the 
long-term time aspect in Vision 2030 are common as well. One 
respondent writes that “I think it is good to think in the long-term”, but 
some are critical towards this choice of time perspective. They think the 
year 2030 “feels so far away from today” and “we who are older and will 
not work then. It would have been enough with 2020”. One person asks 
the rhetorical question “will I even be alive in the year 2030”? Still, one 
person writes that “I try to follow this work even if I will retire soon and 
may not even be alive in 2030”. Due the long-term perspective one 
respondent describes this work as “a waste of money”. The long-term 
aspects causes lack of motivation for a respondent who writes that “it is 
too visionary and far away in time. I cannot procure any interest and 
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motivation”. A similar opinion is expressed by a woman, writing that 
“most of us will have retired in the year 2030. I do not engage in this 
work”. If such a central aspect as long-term time perspective causes lack 
of motivation, it is probable that sensemakings will not occur. If so, the 
long-term aspect might hinder driving forces to engage in the work.  
   Some respondents appreciate the vision and regard it as positive for 
future generations. Common claims are “I think it is a good project for 
coming generations”, “I think about the future of my children” and “I 
want my grandchildren to have a good future”. These respondents shape 
meanings of the long-term time perspective by envisioning its importance 
for future generations. Thereby it makes sense for them.  
   An expression that mixes the short- and long-term time perspective is 
provided by a respondent, saying that: 

It [Vision 2030] forces you to think in long-term time, at least for a short 
moment.  

    
This chapter has shown that time is reflected upon in the questionnaires. 
Lack of time is a driving force not to engage in the work with the together 
modules. The long-term perspective is regarded as an obstacle to procure 
interest, but some respondents are positive towards it. There is a critique 
against the time it takes from daily routines to work with Vision 2030 and 
the together modules, but it is also argued that it must be allowed to take 
time.  
   Coordination of this work has been on the agenda, but it is regarded as 
difficult due to limited time for common issues.  
   Sensemakings are influential on driving forces. Lack of understanding 
and sensemakings can have a negative impact, while factors like 
amusement and curiosity increase willingness to engage in this work. 
   The long-term time perspective might hinder sensemakings and thereby 
reduce driving forces to take part in the studied leader strategy.  
   By regarding the importance of the long-term time perspective for 
future generations, some respondents give it meaning that makes sense 
for them.  

View of financial issues 
 
Financial issues have not been mentioned very much in the 
questionnaires, but some opinions have been revealed. One very critical 
respondent writes that “it is provoking that so much money is ventured on 
it. Improve now, not in 20 years”. For this person it seems like the 
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intention that all workplaces shall discuss what the vision means for them 
today and how their work today affects Stockholm as a whole now and in 
20 years has not been established. She is critical of this work in general 
and she regards it as a pure waste of money. To invest in a vision 20 
years from now does not make any sense to her. Another person writes 
that “visions are good, but they must be allowed to cost. Now it is only 
reductions”. This respondent is positive towards the vision, but related to 
her work situation she experiences a financial contradiction. In her view, 
the money needed to realise the vision is not ventured.   
   Another critical opinion is that lots of money is paid on “fine words” 
while it should be ventured on ordinary activities instead. A similar 
opinion is given by a respondent who writes that Vision 2030 feels like a 
silly advertising product: “these resources should be invested in the 
activities at the workplaces”, she writes. However, as a small addition 
after the last question she writes that “now I have seen more modules and 
I am more positive”. In contradiction to these opinions one respondent 
regards this work as a cheap way to reach everybody working in the city. 
 
In short, some respondents in the survey study are critical towards 
venturing money on the together modules and Vision 2030. One 
respondent regards it as a cheap and effective communication form.     
 
 

Computer access, technological equipment and physical room 
space 
  

The together modules have not affected activities at my workplace 
because we (20 persons) have only one computer with Internet access. 
Therefore, it is difficult for us to apply the vision.  

 
The quote above is from a questionnaire completed by an employee. She 
writes that lack of computer access complicates the implementation of 
Vision 2030. This issue, lack of computer access, is common and it 
affects the together modules as a leadership strategy simply because all 
employees cannot take part in this work. One respondent verbalises this 
with the following words: “we have one computer for 22 persons. There 
is no chance that all of us can sit down and work on this”. But despite 
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this problem “it is a good channel for communication if everybody has 
computer access”.  
  One person writes that “it takes time and it is limiting if you do not have 
access to a projector”. So, it is not only access to computers, but also to 
other technological devices, that affects the implementation. Due to such 
shortages, one respondent worked with all together modules on the same 
occasion. This does not fit the purpose to inspire discussions and 
reflections; to make it their own vision. Lack of computer access affects 
choice of working strategy, or as a respondent expresses it, “group work 
has been committed primarily by those who lack computer access”. 
Computer access affects coordination strategies among employees.  
   Besides computer access, long log in times have caused frustrations, 
which “has made our work more difficult”, a respondent writes. Up to 30 
minutes to log in is mentioned by respondents. However, “it is inspiring 
when you finally get logged in” a respondent writes. Beside the long log 
in time, computers that work slowly are mentioned as a problem. One 
respondent who describes this issue writes that “sometimes the 
technology does not work - it takes time to do this”. On one occasion 
technological problems made it impossible to see the module, one person 
writes, but besides this, technology use has functioned for this 
respondent.  
   One difficulty commonly described is problems with the sound. There 
is no sound in the computers and/or they do not have any loudspeakers. I 
argue that problems with sound should be solved because it affects the 
potential sense of joy which affects driving forces to engage in the work. 
One respondent expresses this consequence explicitly, saying that “there 
is no sound on our computer so it is no fun doing the modules”. If it is not 
experienced as fun to work with the together modules, due to 
technological obstacles, it is likely that willingness to do this work 
decreases. Still, some respondents write that they did not face any 
technological problems at all. 
   A respondent who is positive towards a virtual leadership strategy 
writes that “it was interesting and instructive to know more about 
activities in Stockholm. Computer plus sound is a good way to show [us 
the vision]”. This enlightens us to the great significance of access to good 
technology. Sound issues can easily be resolved. This is important, 
because it will affect the success of the together modules as a leadership 
strategy.  
   So far I have described issues with computer access, long log in times 
and sound problems. Another common issue is lack of computer 
experience among users. One respondent writes that “unfortunately too 
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many working in my occupation have little or no experience of using 
computers”. At this workplace employees did not use the together 
modules at all. Instead they talked about Vision 2030 in face to face 
meetings. Positive opinions are that the together modules can be:  
 

Good as a complement, but it would need some sort of complement. For 
employees working with computers all day the computer is a good tool. 

 
Even if technology use has worked and the boss has described the vision 
at meetings, there is one step further to go, the implementation. How this 
should be done is not obvious, or as a respondent describes it, “I have 
read some modules on CD. My boss has informed [us] at a meeting. We 
still do not know how to work with it”. This is important because if the 
actual implementation process in daily work routines is unclear, this 
leader strategy will fail to reach the actual activities it aims to develop. 
Therefore, how information about Vision 2030 can be transformed into 
practice should be clarified. One respondent explicitly expresses the 
implementation problem, writing that: 

The difficulty is to break down the vision into concrete ways of working 
without losing focus. The goals are high so there is a tendency that it 
becomes diffused. 

 
As with the interview results, the survey reveals a lack of computer access 
and computer knowledge among some employees. This problem affects 
the implementation strategy since it enhances face to face, instead of 
computer based interactions. Problems with sound and other 
technological equipment have been exposed, which reduces feelings of 
amusement. Positive opinions towards the together modules, used as a 
method to implement Vision 2030, have been revealed. They are regarded 
as informative and interesting. Alternative coordination of the 
implementation, like verbal presentations, are used as a complement. 
Difficulties to transform Vision 2030 into practice have been revealed.  
 

Development and standardisation 
Development and standardisation have been mentioned by many 
respondents and a lot of opinions are positive. Respondents write that 
“development on both a personal and material level” and “a good 
development leads to successful opportunities”. They also think it is 
“important to develop our city, Stockholm” and that “it is exciting to be a 
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part of the development of Stockholm. A world class Stockholm is 
good!” They write that “we shall strive towards development and 
improvements” and that “it is good that there is a willingness to develop 
quality and freedom of choice. We are competing with other countries”. 
One respondent links development with service, saying that Vision 2030 
is about “development through the area of employees and through the 
area of leaders for best service towards users”. One respondent writes that 
“the content in the vision is good. I think it leads to a good development”. 
One respondent links the vision to her personal effort, saying that “I want 
to do my part in the development of quality, environment etc.” For this 
respondent, doing her responsibilities is a way to create meaning that 
makes sense in relation to Vision 2030. This is important because it is a 
goal with Vision 2030 that each employee as an individual shall take part 
and position her/himself in relation to it. The together modules as a 
leadership strategy are a success for this respondent. However, not all 
respondents link their interest towards development and the vision 
together. One person writes that “I am more interested in developing our 
work so it will be as good as possible for the users”. The same 
perspective is given by a respondent who writes that “we have returning 
problems that we work to solve. We develop our work continuously”. For 
these respondents circumstances in daily work hinders engagement in the 
together modules and Vision 2030. Rather than coordinate this work, 
effort is put on solving daily issues.  
   Another view revealed in the survey study is standardisation. It is 
regarded as “a good way to reach all people who work and live in 
Stockholm in order to convey what is thought or planned”, as a 
respondent expresses it. It is about “spreading the same message to the 
whole city”. “This method makes us move in the same direction to a 
bigger extent”, one person writes. Another view of standardisation is that 
common goals for the whole city are positive. Still, to succeed everybody 
must take part in the process or as it is expressed by a respondent: “I 
believe in it [the vision] if everybody works in the same direction and 
towards the same goals”. This is clearly expressed by a respondent who 
writes that “we shall work with it together, Vision 2030”. Vision 2030 is 
regarded as something common for the whole city which is “a big 
workplace that is more linked together through the vision”, as a 
respondent writes. One person expresses this commonality in terms of 
language. The vision is about “getting a common ‘language’ in the city”, 
she says. For these respondents it is important with togetherness. The 
very core in the vision is what makes sense for them.  
   However, there are some critical opinions as well, for example that the 
content is too general. One respondent expresses frustration with the 
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leadership strategy in itself. She writes that it is a “quite transparent 
attempt to influence. I do not like to be pushed to where the leaders have 
decided”. This respondent dislikes the sense of being shepherded into a 
specific direction.  
  Finally, a quite unique interpretation of the vision is directed to 
computer use in itself. Vision 2030 is a: 

 Vision about how computers will be used in activities in the future. 
 
To sum up, many respondents are positive towards the vision and the 
together modules as a project for development. To be a part of 
developing Stockholm per se is a driving force to engage in the work with 
the together modules and Vision 2030. There are some examples where 
respondents do not connect their local development and problem solving 
with the vision. Most opinions about the vision as standardisation are 
positive. One respondent do not like the feeling of being pushed in the 
leaders’ direction.    
   Doing ones responsibilities gives feelings of meaning that makes sense 
in relation to Vision 2030. The very core in the vision (togetherness) is 
what makes sense for some respondents.  
 

Interests and discussions 
Interest towards the together modules and Vision 2030 is an important 
factor because it affects driving forces to engage in the investigated 
leadership strategy. “The modules can easily be ignored by people who 
lack interest”, a respondent writes. Another person writes that there is 
no/almost never any interest to work with the modules. “Vision 2030 has 
not been discussed at all by us”. “[I do not want to work with the 
modules] because I am not interested in them”, one person writes. In one 
case this lack of interest has the effect that the together modules and 
Vision 2030 is not governed at all in practice.  
   The quality of local work is prioritised by a person who says that she is 
“more interested in how we shall develop our work as good as possible 
for the users of our services”. There is an obvious distinction between 
experienced lifeworld and Vision 2030 for this respondent. She does not 
connect developments and increased quality at the local level with the 
vision. The respondent’s lack of interest towards the vision hides that 
development actually is a part of the vision. What is missing is a 
discussion about what the vision means for local work cultures.  
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  Despite the described issues it is common that discussions emanate from 
the vision and the modules in the questionnaires. For some it has been 
successful since “discussions have resulted in a shared view on it [the 
vision], and “it has resulted in many discussions”. Others describe that 
they just looked at the modules. Besides this there were no discussions at 
all. In one case they have done this work during days that are directed for 
planning under discussions concerning the future. For these respondents 
the purpose to implement the vision today seems to have failed because 
they regard it as a fully future perspective. They do not connect the vision 
with the work they are doing in their daily tasks in the current time and 
work culture.  
 
Interest or no interest towards Vision 2030 and the together modules 
constitutes driving forces to engage or not to engage in the work with the 
together modules. When there is no interest, no coordination strategy at 
all is put into play, simply because it is not inspiring enough.  
   Connections between on-going improvements in local work cultures 
and Vision 2030 need to be clarified. For some respondents the together 
modules have shaped discussions about Vision 2030, which has led to 
common views. In other cases the modules have just been looked upon 
without discussions.  
 

Clarifications of benefits 
“It is good to have a vision. Then we know what to strive towards and 
what ‘rewards’ are waiting for us in the future”, a respondent writes. The 
vision as a clarification of goals and future is another opinion. These 
respondents describe the explored virtual leadership strategy as a way to 
clarify future goals, for example: increased quality, enhanced insights in 
the city of Stockholm and for its employees, improved environments, 
inclusion in other unit’s positive results and reduced use of paper. In 
these descriptions clarifications of benefits are essential for opinions 
towards the together modules and Vision 2030. For others it seems as 
though such communications did not succeed. A respondent writes that 
“my leaders did not mention what it means for us in five, 10 etc. years” 
and another writes that “I cannot connect the modules with the changes 
we are doing because I did not read them yet”. For some respondents it is 
unclear how the vision affects their workplace. Respondents write that “I 
do not think it affects our workplace” and “I have no idea [if the modules 
have affected the activities at the workplace]. We just think about the 
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job”. In the latter cases there is an obvious lack of clarification. The 
necessity to anchor the vision is explicitly mentioned by a respondent, 
saying that “visions are good, but they must be anchored and followed 
up”.  
   
The chapter shows that it differs in how well benefits are clarified among 
respondents, from explicitly mentioned advantages to descriptions where 
respondents cannot see any benefits at all.  

Feelings of belonging  
One perspective revealed in the survey results is that respondents think 
that “it is far away from the core of our activities” and that “it does not 
feel anchored in reality. It is mostly fine words”. For these respondents 
the vision does not belong to their lifeworlds. For others it has provided a 
view where they feel they are “involved in a bigger coherence (a cog in 
the wheel)”. Another respondent expresses this with the following words, 
“it increases consciousness that I am a part of a bigger whole. That I work 
in the city of Stockholm and not only in the small district” or as another 
respondent expresses it: “we are a part of a big organisation”. The 
visions’ ambition to increase togetherness has been integrated in some 
cases. One person writes that “together we are strong. Together it is 
easier for us to work towards the goals”. One person writes that the vision 
is “something common for everybody in Stockholm municipality. It is a 
big workplace that might feel more connected together because of the 
vision”. This togetherness is underlined by a respondent, writing that “it 
is strength to see a number of different activities in the city”. This is a 
way to create a sense of ‘we’. However, in contrast to these feelings of 
belonging some respondents do not feel involved. One person writes that 
“we need to be more involved. The modules must be followed up if the 
vision shall become beneficial”. One person writes that “I do not feel 
engaged”. In one questionnaire feelings of engagement are explicitly 
described as a driving force to work with the modules. This person writes 
that “I want to work with the modules if I feel more involved”.   
 
Feelings of involvement constitute driving forces to take part or not take 
part in this work. Positive experiences of belonging to a bigger 
“togetherness” are expressed, even if this needs to be increased among 
some respondents. The link between Vision 2030 and cores of practical 
activities at local workplaces need to be clarified.   
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Summary 

In this thesis I aimed to study opinions towards and the driving forces 
behind putting the together modules and Vision 2030 into play. The aim 
included explorations of how this work is coordinated. Finally I intended 
to analyse the effects of circumstances at local workplaces.   
   21 interviews, two recorded and transcribed lectures, about 50 short and 
spontaneous comments on notes and 118 open/unstructured 
questionnaires constitute empirical ground for analysis. I have used this 
empirical results as analytical springboards and interpreted them 
eclectically through the theoretical lenses of lifeworld, sensemaking, 
sense unmaking, culture and trust.   
   Below I finalise this work by highlighting different aspects of the aim, 
point by point. My conclusions follow the structure in the purpose. 
Thereafter I discuss how the explored leadership strategy could be 
developed in a way that benefits both leaders and employees in the 
explored field.  
     Finally; in future works I present a theoretical model of culture, which 
I aim to explore, test and develop in my PhD research.  
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Conclusions 

Opinions towards and driving forces behind putting 
the together modules and Vision 2030 into play and 
taking part in them. 
I have found the following opinions towards and driving forces behind 
taking part or not taking part in the explored leader strategy and its 
content: 
 

• Vision 2030 should be adjusted to specified activities. 
• Increased environmental thinking and appreciated time for 

meeting colleagues are positive opinions towards the together 
modules and Vision 2030. 

• Discussions about quality of activities are regarded as important.  
• Perceived value for the local work culture and agreements with 

the contents is regarded as important. 
• Opinions concerning Vision 2030 and the together modules are 

intimately linked to experienced lifeworlds among respondents.   
• The long-term perspective is regarded as an obstacle to procure 

interest, but some respondents are positive towards it.  
• There is a critique against the time it takes from daily routines to 

work with Vision 2030 and the together modules, but it is also 
argued that it must be allowed to take time.  

• Some respondents in the survey study are critical towards 
venturing money on the together modules and Vision 2030. One 
respondent regards it as a cheap and effective communication 
form.  

• Positive views (informative and interesting) of implementing 
Vision 2030 through the together modules have been exposed. 

• Feelings of belonging and involvement are driving forces to 
engage in the together modules and Vision 2030.  

• Correlation with other steering documents and with cultural 
aspects, like values, increases willingness to engage in this work.  
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• Recognition and easiness to identify with other already integrated 
obligations are driving forces to do this work.  

• In childcare, the content of work activities becomes a driving 
force to adapt a vision. Care of the elderly has contradictory 
effects.  

• Sensemakings are influential on driving forces.  
• Lack of understanding and sensemakings can have a negative 

impact, while factors like experiencing amusement and curiosity 
increase willingness to engage in the explored leadership 
strategy. 

• Interests or no interest towards Vision 2030 and the together 
modules constitute driving forces to engage or not to engage in 
the work with the together modules.  

• Positive experiences of belonging to a bigger “togetherness” are 
expressed, even if this needs to be increased among some 
respondents. 

• Stressful work situations and lack of time are driving forces not 
to engage in the work with the together modules. 

• Driving forces towards and opinions against working with the 
together modules affect to what extent the respondents use the 
together modules in practice.  
 

Driving forces related to trust or no trust  
• Feelings of trust seem to affect willingness to take part in the 

work with the together modules and Vision 2030, since the 
number of respondents who feel trust is most frequent among 
those who want to work with the together modules and Vision 
2030. 

• Among respondents who do not want to engage in this work, 
eight of 33 persons still feel trust towards it.  

 
Effects of ‘old sensemakings’ on driving forces to engage in the 
explored leader strategy? 
Old sensemakings might hinder enhancements of the explored leader 
strategy. This is exemplified by a respondent who gets meanings that 
make sense from her prior experiences and knowledge, but she does not 
find such meanings in the vision. This hinders her willingness to engage 
in this work.    
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Coordination of work 
• It has been demonstrated that the together modules as a virtual 

leadership strategy is complemented with face to face meetings 
and discussions.  

• Coordination of work with the together modules and Vision 2030 
differs among workplaces. Some work in groups while others do 
it individually.  

• Covering ordinary work for each other is a coordination strategy.  
• For some respondents the together modules have shaped 

discussions about Vision 2030, which has led to common views. 
In other cases the modules have just been looked upon without 
discussions.  

 
Finally I present how circumstances at local workplaces affect the work 
with the together modules and Vision 2030. 

Circumstances that affect the work with the explored 
strategy 

• Factors like experienced work culture, apprehension of time, 
limited physical room space and view of financial issues affect 
uses of the together modules. 

• An intensive ongoing problem solving close to daily activities 
has been mentioned as an obstacle.  

• In one case insufficient computer access has affected the choice 
of leadership strategy since the leader used only verbal face to 
face interactions. 

• As with the interview results the survey reveals a lack of 
computer access and computer knowledge among some 
employees. This problem affects the implementation strategy 
since it enhances face to face, instead of computer based 
interactions.  

• Problems with sound and other technological equipment have 
been exposed, which reduces feelings of amusement. 

• Cultural environment affects views of inadequate computer 
access. Regardless of computer access for adult tasks in 
childcare, it occurs in the culture due to the presence in children’s 
lifeworlds in activities, in conversations, in computer games and 
so on. Among elderly people computer use is more often absent 
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in daily lifeworlds. In such an environment lack of computer 
access becomes more obvious.  

Effects of circumstances on theoretical aspects 
 
Features that affect levels of trust 
Features like realisation, knowledge, involvedness, political changes, 
implementation methods, experienced honesty, resources and 
presentation form are mentioned as influential on trust levels among 
respondents 

 
 
Phenomena that affect sensemaking and sense unmaking  

• How concrete Vision 2030 is for daily routines affects 
sensemakings of it.  

• Ease in identifying with virtual distributed information affects 
sensemakings.  

• Identification and feelings of belonging are presented as carriers 
of meaning. So are motivating explanations that tells ‘why’ a task 
should be done, but this kind of sensemaking is probably affected 
by agreements from the receiver.  

• Reflections, or non-reflections, of Vision 2030 in respondents’ 
work culture affect shapings of meaning and sensemakings.  

• Focus on technology instead of humans is an obstacle to making 
sense of the together modules and Vision 2030.   

• The long-term time perspective might hinder sensemakings and 
thereby reduce driving forces to take part in the studied leader 
strategy.  

• By regarding the importance of the long-term time perspective 
for future generations, some respondents give it meaning that 
makes sense for them.  

• Coordination of work and daily time issues affect opportunities to 
make sense of the explored virtual leadership strategy. 

• It is suggested that cultural features might be useful to enhance 
sensemakings of the work, for example, discussions of values at 
the local workplace related to the vision?  

• In order to make sense, the cultural aspect value should be 
connected to concrete practical reality.  
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Before I conclude with concrete suggestions as to how my results can 
benefit the city of Stockholm, I will mention how this thesis strengthens 
the scientific field in which it is produced; Human-Computer Interaction.  
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Contributions to the field of Human-
Computer Interaction 

My position in the field of Human Computer Interaction is on technology 
use in organisations, rather than on developing technological devices. It 
is technology uses and user cultures that are central. This is not unusual 
in HCI. However, in my research I focus on leadership and uses of the 
web for strategic implementation purposes. Exploring this in a delimited 
and specific way is a contribution to HCI.  
   I hope that my eclectic way of analysing empirical results will inspire 
other researchers in HCI. For me, the empiri is the foundation and my 
material is a base to stand upon, while looking quite freely for wider 
knowledge through the lenses of theory.  
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Discussions  

First of all I would like to discuss what might be a dilemma with a virtual 
leadership strategy like the together modules and Vision 2030.  

Perspectives on critique and critical perspectives 
At a conference of work life in Luleå during spring 2011, I presented my 
research and some of the results. Among the listeners, who were all 
researchers of work life, the explored project per se was faced with an 
extensive critique, and so did I for being uncritical towards the project. 
Indeed, one person expressed feelings of claustrophobia when thinking of 
a leadership strategy that strives towards implementing thoughts and 
values. It was questioned if it is reasonable that high level leaders 
communicate a way of thinking among employees. My impression was 
that the goals with Vision 2030 boarded an (un?)accepted kind of 
leadership and that my responsibility as a researcher is to be critical 
towards this. For me it is not that easy. Of course I have an obligation to 
be critical, but is the best way to fulfil this responsibility to be critical 
towards a whole project/leadership strategy per se? Is it always wrong 
that leaders implement a way of thinking? If it is, we can accuse our 
government for misusing power, since they initiate dialogues of values at 
their website (http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/10100/a/95861).  
   I would like researchers of work life to discuss levels of critique and its 
purpose. Why are we critical? What shall we be critical towards? How 
shall we be critical? How can we develop a critique that builds bridges 
between leaders and employees? Asking such questions is more 
important to me, than to be critical towards a project/leadership strategy 
per se. I have spoken with high level leaders in the city, as well as with 
employees. One perspective is general with no exceptions; everyone is 
ambitious and wants the very best for her/his area of responsibility. Why 
not catch this core of congruity as a ground for building and use critique 
on detailed levels as bricks?  

I am not critical towards the together modules and Vision 2030 as 
such, but there are some features that need to be improved, as I see it. 

http://www.sweden.gov.se/sb/d/10100/a/95861�
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One important issue is that “a city of world class in which to be employed 
and work in” is missing in the vision. I suggest that this perspective 
should be included. Some respondents think of this leadership strategy as 
demands that increase an already heavy workload. They do not see how 
the vision can improve their own workplace and their situation. Maybe 
willingness to engage would increase if the perspective of “a city of 
world class in which to be employed and work in” was presented, and if 
ideas of its realisation in practise were included in the vision? If so, the 
increased perspective would benefit employees and increase the potential 
success of the strategy.  
   Besides the proposed enhancement of the visions’ content, some other 
improvements could contribute to a successful implementation of Vision 
2030. Below I suggest how developments could be realised in practice.  
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Suggestions 

Driving forces and opinions 
Feelings of belonging, correlations with other steering documents, 
cultural aspects and content of activities are examples of influential 
factors on driving forces to engage in the explored leadership strategy. I 
suggest that high level leaders discuss how these factors can be improved 
among leaders and employees at local workplaces. Obstacles to regard 
are lack of time and feelings of stress, as well as lack of understanding 
and interest among employees.  
   It is shown that feelings of trust influence willingness to engage in the 
work with the together modules and Vision 2030. I suggest that leaders 
on all levels discuss how mutual trust can be enhanced between leaders 
and employees.  
   Examples of influential factors on driving forces to engage in the 
explored leadership strategy are feelings of belonging, correlations with 
other steering documents, cultural aspects and content of activities. I 
suggest that high level leaders discuss how these factors can be improved 
among leaders and employees at local workplaces.  
   It has been shown that perceived values for local activities should be 
clarified and that Vision 2030 should be more adjusted to specified 
activities. This is already one intention among responsible leaders, but it 
needs to be lifted up on the agenda even more and communicated to low 
level leaders and employees.  
   Opinions towards the explored leadership strategy are linked to 
respondents’ experienced lifeworlds. I suggest that leaders discuss vision 
2030 from the perspective of employees: how can it be implemented in 
concrete reality?  
   Time issues have been exposed as important for respondents’ opinions; 
both in daily activities and the long-term perspective. I suggest that 
leaders on all levels reflect upon time as a severely influential factor on 
the success or lack of success of Vision 2030 and that they strive towards 
concrete enhancements of time schedules.  
   Increased environmental thinking has been an appreciated effect of this 
leadership strategy. I suggest that this positive result should be discussed, 
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by asking questions like: why did this succeed? How can we transform 
this result into other areas? 
   Some respondents are critical towards venturing money on Vision 
2030. I suggest that high level leaders clarify why this project is 
important and how the money can contribute to development. Why is it 
worth the money? 

Coordination of work 
This virtual leadership strategy has been complemented with face to face 
interactions in some cases, and in other cases it has been undertaken 
individually. I suggest that high level leaders discuss how this difference 
affects the success or lack of success of their virtual strategy. What are 
the benefits and what are the pitfalls with differences in implementation 
methods at the low organisational level? 

Circumstances at local workplaces   
Limited computer access, as well as problems with technological 
equipment has been revealed. Since this affects the potential success of 
the explored virtual leadership strategy, I suggest that high level leaders 
urge leaders on all levels in the organisation to test the usability of their 
technological equipment.  
   It has been shown that experienced work situation, apprehensions of 
time, limited physical room space and views of financial issues influence 
uses of the together modules. So do driving forces and opinions. All these 
aspects can be linked to leaders’ areas of responsibility. Therefore, I 
suggest that leaders at all levels discuss each one of the mentioned issues. 
I know this is difficult to achieve for leaders with massive workloads and 
limited time, and such discussions most likely already fill many leaders’ 
agendas. In order to handle such obstacles I suggest that the mentioned 
issues could be used as a foundation in my prior suggestion; to include ‘A 
city of world class in which to work in’, in the vision. It could be like this: 
 

Stockholm will be a city of world class in which to work. Employees in 
this city experience their work situations as inspiring and fruitful. They 
have time for tasks to feel that they give quality of service. Enough 
resources are provided and they are used effectively.    
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Practical effects on theoretical standpoints 
A number of features have been shown to be influential on trust. These 
are: realisation, knowledge, involvedness, political changes, 
implementation methods, experienced honesty, resources and 
presentation form. All these features carry immanent complexities and 
might be difficult to clarify and put into practise. I suggest that high level 
leaders discuss how trust building features can be simplified. Maybe they 
need to ask questions at a detailed level, like for example: how do we 
increase employees’ experiences of realisations? What details reveal 
honesty? What in our methods might increase or decrease trust?  
   Old sensemakings might hinder enhancements of the explored leader 
strategy. I suggest that discussions and/or workshops together with 
employees could be a way to increase personal awareness of ‘how my old 
sensemakings affect me today at work’.  
   It is shown that concreteness for local work contexts, as well as ease in 
identifying with virtual distributed information affects sensemakings. 
Responsible developers/implementers could increase such reflections by 
clarifying that each activity “paint the contours with a small brush”. I 
suggest that awareness of this should be enhanced on local workplaces. It 
is likely that such awareness gives Vision 2030 meaning for individuals. 
   Focus on, and dependency of, technology has been revealed as an 
obstacle to make sense of Vision 2030. What are the implications of these 
conclusions for the explored virtual leadership strategy? This should be 
discussed among leaders.  
   The long-term time perspective affects sensemakings of Vision 2030, 
both as an obstacle (I am retired in 2030) and as an opportunity (good for 
my grandchildren). Leaders at all levels should discuss how they can 
increase opportunities to shape meanings and make sense of the long-
term time perspective in Vision 2030.  
   Time issues during work days affect sensemakings of Vision 2030. So 
do cultural aspects. I suggest that clarifications of values for local 
workplaces could be an effective tool to increase meaning. If this is 
reached, time costs might be apprehended as ‘worth it’.    
 
Now my licentiate research and thesis is almost finished. I have presented 
and discussed many different aspects, from theory and methodology to 
empirical results. How have I succeeded? Of course this is the reader’s 
task to judge, but I would like to give a brief self-evaluation before I 
present my planned future works. 
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Self-evaluation of my work  

This thesis is produced with qualitative methods. The enacted kind of 
interpretative and reasoning analysis is enlightening because it provides 
opportunities to see hidden features and patterns. Still, with such an 
approach follows a risk for subjective thoughts and misinterpretations. In 
this thesis I have used interpretative reasoning, which are based in 
empirical results and deduced eclectically through theory. To avoid 
subjectivity I suggest that my results should be discussed and transformed 
to practical developments together with leaders and employees in the 
field. Presented findings shall be looked upon as suggestions in a 
processual improvement, not as concluding descriptions with final 
solutions. Regarded as a piece of a process and including strengths and 
shortages, I think my results are valuable for the explored field. 

A never ending critique against scientific approaches like mine is that 
it makes lots of “big” conclusions based on very small empirical results. 
This will probably be the case for me. I might be asked the question: 
“how can you make these conclusions, based on so few respondents’ 
opinions?” My answer is because of the frames surrounding my 
qualitative approach. I do not claim that my results are general, not even 
for the explored field. I only claim that they exemplify standpoints that 
affect the work with Vision 2030. This does not make my results 
meaningless, because the suggestions on how this work can be developed 
are beneficial for all kinds of work cultures. The importance of clarifying 
the connection between Vision 2030 and cores of activities at local 
workplaces in present time is an example of this.  

The next step in this work will be to extend my research and theory, 
and describe future results in a PhD thesis. Below I define my plan for 
continuation.  
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Future work 

I have two goals with my PhD research. One is to develop and test a 
reinterpretation of Geert Hofstede’s cultural thoughts, and the other is to 
extend my empirical research and results. My future plans are described 
below.  

Plan for cultural analysis model 
Geert Hofstede is a professor emeritus of organisational anthropology and 
international management at Maastricht University in The Netherlands 
(Hofstede and Hofstede 2005). He has an engineer examination in 
mechanics from Delft Technical University and he has worked for 10 
years in the Dutch industry with tasks concerning technology and 
management. During these years he studied part time and finished his 
PhD in Social Psychology at the University of Groningen with the PhD 
thesis The Game of Budget Control (Hofstede 1968). After this he 
worked at IBM Europe. Hofstede has given lectures in institutions and 
universities around the world. His books have been translated to 18 
languages and his articles have been published in social scientific 
magazines around the world (Hofstede and Hofstede 2009) His interest 
for culture was born when he, as he describes it himself, “accidently 
became interested in national cultural differences and got access to rich 
data for studying them” (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005). His research 
resulted in a book called Culture’s Consequences. The first edition was 
written for a scholarly readership, but in 1984 a paperback edition of the 
book left out the base data and the statistics (Hofstede and Hofstede 
2005). 
   I plan to use his work despite the fact that there has been an extensive 
critique against it (Signorini, Wiesemes, and Murphy 2009; Fang 2003; 
Baskerville 2003; Schwartz 1990; McSweeney 2002). Doing this in an 
era where the Internet and social media might shape and/or reshape 
organisational cultures can be regarded as problematic due to the model’s 
traditional immanent assumption that cultural differences function as 
boarder markers with the purpose to separate cultural categories. This 
traditional way of using culture has coloured the work in itself and the 
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use of it. However, my standpoint is that his work can be used to search 
for cultural similarities and thereby function as a tool to bridge cultural 
boarders. I also argue that it can be used with a dynamic understanding of 
culture as a concept since it describes national influences, not 
determinants. Therefore, in a time when cultural interested researchers 
discuss perspectives like “Post-Hofstede” (Myers and Tan 2003) and 
“Beyond national dimensions” (Cao and Everard 2007) one aim in my 
PhD will be to explore its usefulness as analytical tool in ethnographic 
research. I do not plan to commit this work with a traditional ambition. 
Rather I strive towards a reinterpretation. I take the risk of being ‘after 
my time’ because I think that the springboard I suggest can be a 
constructive tool for researchers and designers in the areas of Human- 
Computer Interaction and Information Technology.  
   However, Hofstede’s work should be reinterpreted as dynamic. Such 
understanding is logical since the meanings of its ground, for example 
values, heroes, rituals and symbols, are changing over both times and 
contexts. There are several complexities to regard. I claim that cultural 
elements are interactively affected by, and affect cultural levels, but 
speed of cultural changes is dependent of quantity of features on the 
cultural level and/or context. I will return to this.  
   Before I visualise the frames of my theoretical springboard in a simple 
model (that will be tested and developed in my PhD) I will give some 
background and outlining thoughts.  
   It is essential for my cultural analysis model that culture can be 
interpreted as levels. Hofstede pictures the following levels:  

 A national level, according to one’s country (or countries for 
people who migrated during their lifetime) 

 A regional and/or ethnic and/or religious and/or linguistic 
affiliation level, as most nations are composed of culturally 
different regional and/or ethnic and/or religious and/or language 
groups 

 A gender level, according to whether a person was born as a girl 
or as a boy 

 A generational level, separating grandparents from parents from 
children 

 A social class level, associated with educational opportunities 
and with a person’s occupation or profession 

 For those who are employed, organizational, departmental, 
and/or corporate levels, according to the way employees have 
been socialized by their work organization (Hofstede and 
Hofstede 2005) 
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Linked to these cultural levels I add an assumption that cultural basic 
phenomena, like for example symbols, heroes, rituals and values, are 
dynamic and fluid. Viewed this way Hofstede’s cultural thoughts can be 
regarded as dynamic. This makes them fruitful today. However, such 
dynamics are complex. One could ask: “if you interpret his work as 
dynamic, why are there still such big cultural differences if you visit India 
versus America”? My answer is, and this will probably be the main 
theoretical contribution in my PhD thesis: the theoretical thoughts of 
Geert Hofstede need to be complemented with the concepts of speed and 
quantity related to cultural level.  
 
Culture is present everywhere and each individual is a member of 
numerous cultures at different levels, from world level (Asian/Western) 
to family level. All these levels are influential on us as humans and on 
our identities. There are interactive cultural exchanges inside and 
between each level. The bricks that build cultures are fluid and 
changeable. The richer a cultural level is, the more features and 
humans must change (quantity) and the slower dynamics will be 
(speed).  
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Figure 4: This figure is an illumination of the cultural theoretical model I will 
test in my PhD. Culture is present on different levels and all levels are 
influential. The concepts quantitative and speed will be added as analytical tools 
in order to explore cultural dynamics.  

 National level 
 Rich cultural quantity, slow speed of dynamics 

 Regional/ethnic/religious linguistic level 
 Rich cultural quantity, slow speed of dynamics 

 Gender level 
 Rich cultural quantity, slow speed of dynamics 

 Generational level 
 Rich cultural quantity, slow speed of dynamics 

 Social Class 
 Rich cultural quantity, slow speed of dynamics 

Hofstede's levels/thoughts 
My theoretical suggestions 
 

 Organisational, departmental, and/or corporate    
 levels 
 Various cultural quantity, various speed of    
 dynamics 

Interactive 
exchanges 

 Family/friends levels 
 Small quantitatives, rapid speed of dynamics 
 
Basic cultural bricks colour all levels and their 
meanings are fluid 
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Plans for future empirical research 
I have not fully established plans for my fieldwork to come. My 
cooperation with the city of Stockholm will probably and hopefully 
continue, but I might change direction and focus of studies. As a 
complement to this field of study I would like to do a cross-cultural 
international investigation (rich cultural level) that focuses on virtual 
leadership strategies in cross-cultural environments. Methodologically, I 
plan to use ethnography such as participant observation and deep 
interviews. 
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     Figure 4: Crowd of people. The picture belongs to the City 
     of Stockholm. Photographer:Yanan Li.  
 
 
 
 
 To be together is to be US  
 To be together is to be strong 
 You and I… we are together 
 I listen to you…  

You listen to me… 
Together we meet the future 
 
Anette Löfström 
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Appendix I 
Interview plan, leaders at Norrmalm  

Anonymity? Come back for follow up questions?  
 
Respondents present tasks 
 
Virtual and web based cooperations 
What does virtual mean for you? 
What does virtual cooperation mean for you? 
What channels do you use to communicate with your employees? 
What makes you want to cooperate with employees via the web? 
What makes you not want to cooperate with employees via the 
web? 
 
About strategies of activities:  
What are your ambitions for the workplace? 
What is most important for your choices of direction 
[development]?  
What efforts does it take to reach your goals? 
 
The together modules 
Describe your opinions of the purpose of, and the content in the 
together modules  
How did you experience the use of the together modules 
(difficulties, strengths?)  
How are the circumstances to engage yourself and your employees 
in the work with the together modules (time, economy, 
organisation etc.)? 
Why do you, or why do you not want to use the together modules 
in your leadership? 
How does the work with the together modules function together 
with your strategic leadership? 
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How do you view Vision 2030 in relation to your activities? 
What meaning do you think that the together modules have for the 
work with Vision 2030? 
What meaning do you think that the together modules have for the 
activities? 
What meaning do the together modules have for opinions and 
conversations in the activities? 
Does it matter that Vision 20303 is presented to you via web based 
modules? 
What is the best way to transform Vision 2030 in to practice in the 
activities you lead? 
 
Based in results from ”the note method”, meeting for leaders 
20091016 
Can you reflect upon the following viewpoints on ”web based 
communication”, effects and consequences 
 Fast 
 Impersonal 
 Participation 
 Simple 
 Important with correct formulations, look out with the 

language 
 Effiency 
 Increased distance 
 Ease communications 
 Difficult communication 
 Information, discussion via the net 
 We have a long way to go... 

 
Do you have a funny memory from virtual cooperation (as you 
understand the word) 
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Appendix II 

Interview plan, employees at Norrmalm  
 
Anonymity? Come back with follow up questions?  
 
Respondents present tasks 
 
Virtual and web based cooperation 
What does virtual mean for you? 
What does virtual cooperation mean for you? 
What channels do you use to communicate with your leaders and 
colleagues? 
What makes you want to cooperate with leaders and colleagues via 
the web? 
What makes you not want to cooperate with leaders and colleagues 
via the web? 
 
About strategies of activities:  
What are your ambitions for the workplace? 
What is most central in your activities for your choices of direction 
[development]?  
What efforts does it take to reach your goals? 
 
The together modules 
Describe your opinions of the purpose of, and the content in the 
together modules  
Describe some thoughts and reactions when you did the together 
modules (difficulties, strengths)  
How are the circumstances to engage in the work with the together 
modules (time, economy, organisation etc.)? 
Why do you, or why do you not want to use the together modules 
in your leadership? 
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How does the work with the together modules function together 
with your daily work? 
How do you view Vision 2030 in relation to your activities? 
What meaning do you think that the together modules have for the 
work with Vision 2030? 
What meaning do you think that the together modules have for the 
activities? 
What meaning do the together modules have for opinions and 
conversations in the activities? 
Does it matter that Vision 2030 is presented to you via web based 
modules? 
What is the best way to transform Vision 2030 in to practice in the 
activities you lead? 
 
Based in results from ”the note method”, meeting for leaders 
20091016 
Can you reflect upon the following viewpoints on ”web based 
communication”, effects and consequences 
 Fast 
 Impersonal 
 Participation 
 Simple 
 Important with correct formulations, look out with the 

language 
 Effiency 
 Increased distance 
 Ease communications 
 Difficult communication 
 Information, discussion via the net 
 We have a long way to go... 

 
Do you have a funny memory from virtual cooperation (as you 
understand the word) 
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Appendix III 

 
This questionnaire is for leaders 

Hello 
 
My name is Anette Löfström. I am a PhD student in Human-
Computer Interaction at Uppsala University. In my research I study 
the work with the together modules and Vision 2030. In the frame 
of this research I ask you if you will answer the questionnaire. The 
result of the survey will be compiled and presented for high level 
leaders in the city [Stockholm]. It will also be used as material in 
my thesis.   
     You are guaranteed anonymity, so you shall not write your 
name at the questionnaire. If you want to you can write a phone 
number to a mobile, or an e-mail address that I can use if your 
answers lead to new questions. All participation in the investigation 
is voluntary.  
     A question my research search answers on is what driving 
forces exist to cooperate (or not cooperate) via computers. 
Therefore I wonder what you think about working with the together  
modules, the computer modules or CD in which Irene Svenonius 
describes Vision 2030 and where you answer questions that the 
city´s leaders ask you. Most questions are open (you can answer 
freely), since your thoughts and opinions are important.   
     If you need more space to write, you can write on the backside 
of the survey.  
 
If you have questions, you can reach me at the phone number: xxx 
My e-mail address is: xxx 
Post address:xxx 
 
Thank you for giving time to this research!! 
Friendly 
 
Anette Löfström 
 

mailto:anette.lofstrom@it.uu.se�
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In what district do you work? 

In what kind of activity do you work? 

How long time has you worked in the City of Stockholm? 

What is you work title?  

Circle the group of your age: 18 – 25      26 – 35      36 – 45      46 – 

55      56 - 67 

Are you a male  female (circle) 

Your phone number or e-mail for eventual follow up questions 

(voluntary!)_______________ 

 

How do you estimate your computer experience?  

a) I am inexperienced 
b) I have a little experience 
c) I am experienced 
d) I am very experienced 

 
Comment:  
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
How did you hear about Vision 2030 for the first time? 
 

A) My boss told me about Vision 2030 
B) Somebody else than my boss told me about Vision 2030 
C) I heard about Vision 2030 in the together modules 
D) I read about Vision 2030 
E) Other ways 
F) I have not heard about Vision 2030 
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Comment:_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 
 
Describe an opinion you have about Vision 2030. Motivate if 
you want to. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe a meaning (or meanings) Vision 2030 has had for the 
activities you lead?  
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe a benefit (or benefits) with Vision 2030. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Are there any shortages in Vision 2030? If so, what? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
What is your opinion about leader´s use of computers (the 
together modules) for describing Vision 2030 to you and to you 
employees? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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How many together modules did you watch? 
_______________________________ 
 
 
Have your employees worked with the together modules and 
Vision 2030? 
 
Yes  
 
No  
 
Why have they, or why have they not worked with the together 
modules and Vision 2030? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 
Describe a though you have about the together modules. 
Motivate if you want to. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Is there anything you would like to add or delete in the 
content? 
______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 

Here I wonder about your willingness to work with the together 
modules 

A) I very much want to work with the together modules 
B) I want to work with the together modules 
C) I do not want to work with the together modules 

 

Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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How did it function in practice to work with the together 
modules (time, computer access, technologically, something else 
that affects the work) 
 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe one strength (or strengths) with the together modules 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe a weakness (or weaknesses) with the together modules 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 
Did the together modules affect the activities at your work 
place? 
 
Yes, a little 
Yes, much 
No   
 

Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Give an example of something that is said about the together 
modules between you and your employees, or between you and 
you leaders  
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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I think that the result of the work with the together modules and 
Vision 2030 might be affected if employees and leaders trust or do 
not trust that it leads to something good. Therefore I have some 
questions about this.  
 
  
First; what does trust mean to you? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Do you trust that Vision 2030 leads to a good development?   
Yes 
No 
Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Think about trust connected to give and get information via a 
computer, what do you think?  
 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

Thank you for answering the questionnaire!  
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Appendix IV 

                                                                      

 
 
This questionnaire is for employees 

Hello 
 
My name is Anette Löfström. I am a PhD student in Human-
Computer Interaction at Uppsala University. In my research I study 
the work with the together modules and Vision 2030. In the frame 
of this research I ask you if you will answer the questionnaire. The 
result of the survey will be compiled and presented for high level 
leaders in the city [Stockholm]. It will also be used as material in 
my thesis.   
     You are guaranteed anonymity, so you shall not write your 
name at the questionnaire. If you want to you can write a phone 
number to a mobile, or an e-mail address that I can use if your 
answers lead to new questions. All participation in the investigation 
is voluntary.  
     A question my research search answers on is what driving 
forces exist to cooperate (or not cooperate) via computers. 
Therefore I wonder what you think about working with the together  
modules, the computer modules or CD in which Irene Svenonius 
describes Vision 2030 and where you answer questions that the 
city´s leaders ask you. Most questions are open (you can answer 
freely), since your thoughts and opinions are important.   
     If you need more space to write, you can write on the backside 
of the survey.  
 
If you have questions, you can reach me at the phone number: xxx 
My e-mail address is: xxx 
Post address: xxx 
Thank you for giving time to this research!! 
 
Best Regards 
 
Anette Löfström 

mailto:anette.lofstrom@it.uu.se�
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In what district do you work? 

In what kind of activity do you work? 

How long time has you worked in the City of Stockholm? 

What is you work title?  

Circle the group of your age: 18 – 25      26 – 35      36 – 45      46 – 

55      56 - 67 

Are you a male  female (circle) 

Your phone number or e-mail for eventual follow up questions 

(voluntary!) _______________ 

 

How do you estimate your computer experience?  

e) I am inexperienced 
f) I have a little experience 
g) I am experienced 
h) I am very experienced 

 
Comment:  
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 
 
How did you hear about Vision 2030 for the first time? 
 

G) My boss told me about Vision 2030 
H) Somebody else than my boss told me about Vision 2030 
I) I heard about Vision 2030 in the together modules 
J) I read about Vision 2030 
K) Other ways 
L) I have not heard about Vision 2030 
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Comment:_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

 
 
Describe an opinion you have about Vision 2030. Motivate if 
you want to. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
Describe a meaning (or meanings) Vision 2030 has had for the 
activities at your 
workplace.  
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe a benefit (or benefits) with Vision 2030. 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Are there any shortages in Vision 2030? If so, what? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
What is your opinion about leader´s use of computers (the 
together modules) for describing Vision 2030 to you and to you 
colleagues? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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How many together modules did you watch?
 
_______________________________ 
 

Describe a though you have about the together modules. 
Motivate if you want to. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Is there anything you would like to add or delete in the 
content? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Here I wonder about your willingness to work with the together 
modules 

D) I very much want to work with the together modules 
E) I want to work with the together modules 
F) I do not want to work with the together modules 

 

Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
How did it function in practice to work with the together 
modules (time, computer access, technologically, something else 
that affects the work) 
 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Describe one strength (or strengths) with the together modules 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Describe a weakness (or weaknesses) with the together modules 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Did the together modules affect the activities at your work 

place? 

Yes, a little 
Yes, much 
No   
 

Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Give an example of something that is said about the together 
modules between you and your leaders and/or colleagues 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
I think that the result of the work with the together modules and 
Vision 2030 might be affected if employees and leaders trust or do 
not trust that it leads to something good. Therefore I have some 
questions about this.  
 
  
First; what does trust mean to you? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Do you trust that Vision 2030 leads to a good development?   
Yes 
No 
Comment:_____________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 
Think about trust connected to give and get information via a 
computer, what do you think?  
 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
Thank you for answering the questionnaire!  
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Appendix V 
 
 
 

                                                
 
 

      
Irene Svenonius in theSvenonius 
module/Tillsammansmodulen 

This is me 
 
Hello 
 
My name is Anette Löfström and I study the work with Vision 
2030 and the computer based modules, in which Irene Svenonius 
describes Vision 2030. I wonder what your opinions are towards 
working with the together modules, and what you think about 
Vision 2030.  It does not matter if you have worked in groups or 
alone. It is your thoughts that are important. 
     With this letter I send out a questionnaire that I wonder if you 
will answer. If a question is unclear you are welcome to contact me 
by phone or e-mail. All questions are welcome, and you cannot 
give wrong answers or ask stupid questions.  It is your thoughts 
that are correct in your questionnaire. Maybe you feel that “I do not 
remember” or “I do not know”. If so you can write that that you do 
not remember or know.  
     It is voluntary to answer the questionnaire. Your benefit if you 
choose to do it is that your opinions will be mentioned to top level 
leaders, so this is an opportunity to present both positive and 
critical opinions.   
     You are anonymous, so don´t write your name on the 
questionnaire. If you want to, you can write a phone number or an 
e-mail address so I can contact you if I want to ask follow up 
questions.   
     You can choose if you want to put your answered questionnaire 
in an envelope and send it directly to me, or if you want to send it 
via your boss. 
 
My phone number is: xxx    
My e.mail is: xxx 
My post address is: xxx 
 
Best regards, 
 
Anette Löfström 
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